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1. The tradition of the printing press in the Romanian Countries 

The Romanian Countries were, for a long time, the only ones that used the art 
of the printing press in South-East Europe, due to their autonomy in relation to the 
Ottoman Empire, where the printing press was first rigorously forbidden, with 
certain exceptions, and then tolerated in the Christian communities of the Near 
East. Thus, the Jewish community had received the permission to introduce the 
printing press in the Ottoman Empire even since the end of the l 5th century, only 
to print books for its own needs, not in the Arab language1 ; the Greeks managed to 
put into operation in Constantinople, for a short period of time ( 1 627-1 628), a 
printing press of Greek language, through the initiative of Patriarch Cyril Lucaris 
and with the help of the monk Nicodemus Metaxas, but which will be destroyed by 
Janissaries (January, 1 628), following the plot of the Jesuits and of the French 
ambassador to the Porte, the printing activity being resumed only during the second 
half of the l 8th century2; for the Arab Christian world, the art of the printing press 
will grow durable roots in 1 706 precisely with the Romanians ' help. The respective 
year represents the beginning of the Arab printing press in an Arab country, by the 
printing, in Aleppo, of an Arab Psalter, in the printing press set up there with the 
help of the Wallachian ruler Constantine Brâncoveanu ( 1 688- 1 7 1 4  )3 • 

The tradition of the printing press in Wallachia dates since the beginning of 
the 1 6th century, as a resuit of the initiative of the Prince Radu the Great ( 1 496-
1 508) and the activity of the Serbian monk Macarius, who also became 
Metropolitan of Wallachia ( 1 5 12-1 52 1 ). He printed at Dealu Monastery, near 
Târgovişte, three books destined to the worship in the Orthodox Church, in 
Slavonic ( 1 508-1 5 1 2)4 . Following this cultural act, the use of the printing press in 

1 Cândea 1989, 1 74-1 75. 
2 Podskalsky 2005. 100--1 0 1 .  
3 Cândea 200 I ,  307, 3 1 1 ;  see also Gdoura 1 985. 
4 Hieratikon or Leitourgiarion ( 1 508), Octoechos ( 1 5 10) and Tetraevange/ ( 1 5 1 2), see BRV I ,  I, 9. 

Etudes Byzantines et Post-Byzantines, VII. p. 265--305. 20 16  
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266 Ion l. Croitoru 2 

the Romanian Countries was enlisted in the European culture only 53 years after 
the first book printed using the invention of Johann Gutenberg (Mainz, 1455), just 
3 7 years after the beginning of the circulation of the first book printed in Greek 
(Venice, 147 1 ), only 25 years after the printing of the first book in Slavonic 
(Venice, 1483) and just 1 7  years after the printing of the first book using the 
Cyrillic alphabet (Krakow, 1 49 1 )5 . 

2. The role of the printing press for the Reign and for the Church 
The use of the printing press generalized the utilization, in the Romanian 

society, of the printed books carrying the seal of the Reign and of the Church, as 
the only guarantees casting away all doubt regarding their Orthodox content6• 
Consequently, these books were meant to quench the thirst of culture and 
particularly of spiritual life, but also to defend the ancestral law, identified with the 
Orthodox faith. For instance, the cultural and spiritual situation of the Romanian 
society during the first half of the l 7th century is specifically summed up by the 
Wallachian ruler Matthew Basarab ( 1 632-1 654), who mentions that, in his time, in 
the whole country there were hunger and thirst, yet not for bread and water, but 
for prophet, for true spiritual food and water1• Therefore, the Reign was aware not 
just of the need to restare the political-economic balance and maintain peace, 
conditions that were actually necessary for cultural progress, but also of the need to 
satisfy the spiritual hunger of the Christian souls of Wallachia, whose spiritual 
vitality, by early hunger, will decrease. The lack of spiritual food was due to the 
decrease in number of the holy books following the frequent invasions and 
pressures from dif.ferent peoples, of unbelievers or even of some of the believers8• 

These books, especially those written using the living language of the people, 
so that they al/ may understancf, as Saint Simeon Stephen, metropolitan of 
Transylvania ( 1 643-1 656) affirms, were printed not just to be used in the worship 
of the Church or as textbooks, but for al/ the Roman ian nation10, according to the 
belief of Saint Varlaam, metropolitan of Moldavia ( 1 632-1 653), being addressed to 
those of the same faith as ourselves . . .  the Eastern Orthodox faith of our fathers and 
oftheforefathers1 1 of the Romanians, with the clear desire not to let any part of the 

5 According to the order of printing of Slavonic books using Cyrillic letters, the printing press 
of Târgovişte is considered the fourth, after those of K.rakow ( 149 1 ), Venice ( 1 493) and Cetinje 
( 1493/1 494). lt ought to be mentioned that the Cyrillic printing press will continue for about 350 
years in the Romanian Countries, with short breaks, getting to be considered the oldest Cyirillic 
printing press with a longer activity, being followed by the Russian one ( 1 564) and the Ukrainean one 
( l  567), see Croitoru 2012 ( l ), 250. 

6 Croitoru 20 1 2  (2), 1 34. 
7 Preface to the Slavonic Euchologion, Câmpulung, 1 635,  see BRV IV, 184. 
8 Preface to the Slavonic Euchologion ... , see BRV IV. 184-185. 
9 Noul Testament. Bălgrad. 1648, in BRV I. 1 70. 
10 Varlaam 1 643. l, 2 r: see also BRV I. 1 39. 
11 Varlaam 1645. I r. 5 r: see also BRV IV. 1 9 1 ,  1 93.  
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3 The defence ofthe Orthodoxy by means ofthe printing press 267 

Romanian nation go down the path of spiritual death, but to keep them all within 
the teachings of the Orthodoxy, reinforced as unbent and unshaken pillars12 • 

The importance of the printing press for the Romanians' spiritual l ife is 
assumed not just by the representatives of the Church but also by the Reign, as one 
can see from the words of Prince Matthew Basarab who, in his Preface to the 
Slavonic Psalter (Govora, 1 63 7), exhorts his descendants to carefully preserve this 
gift . . .  , because it is a treasure more valuable than al/ the earthly treasures, since 
gold, silver and [precious} stones are physical treasures, they adorn the body only 
temporarily, whereas this treasure, namely the printing press, adorns the human 
sou/13 . The preoccupation of the Reign was to make out of the printing press an 
instrument meant to help the Orthodoxy from everywhere, which reflected the 
common conscience of the then Orthodox world14, since the printed works were 
also addressed to other nations related to us, in the respective case, related to the 
Ruler Matthew Basarab and to his subjects, by faith. .. especially to the Bulgarians, 
Io the Serbs, Io the Hungarian-Wallachians, to the Moldo-Wallachians and to the 
others1 5. 

3. Printing centers of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu's time 
The Church and the Reign reinforced the function of the printing press as an 

instrument of culture and promotion of the values specific of the Romanians' 
spiritual heritage, namely of the Christian Orthodox teaching, and, during Saint 
Constantine Brâncoveanu' s reign, the elaboration of an editorial plan was achieved, 
which had in view multiple needs and purposes: Church service books in the 
various languages of the Orthodoxy, works used as manuals in schools, works 
meant to educate and fight the Roman-Catholic and Protestant doctrinal 
innovations, parenetic and popular literature etc. 16 

Actually, Saint Martyr Constantine Brâncoveanu stands out as a great 
protector of the Romanian culture and of the Orthodoxy from everywhere by 
writing and printing press, as, during his time, five printing centers operated, 
where, on the decision or by the will or on the order and at the expense of the 
Ruler, scores of books were printed in the languages in which the Orthodox faith 
was lived and expressed (Slavonic, Greek, Arabian and Romanian) at that time, in 
order to be given as a gift to those thirsting for Jesus Christ's teaching1 7. 

Bucharest, Wallachian capital since the year 1 659 1 8, the place where the 
Metropolitan See was moved from Târgovişte in 1 668 19, had the privilege of being 

12 Varlaam 1 645, 3 v; see also BRV IV, 1 93 .  
1 3  BRV i, 1 05; Croitoru 20 I 2 ( l ), 252. 
14 Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 252, note I 14. 
1 5  Preface to the Slavonic Psalter, Govora, 1637. see BRV i, 1 05.  
16 See Şerbănescu 1 964, 893-895: Rămureanu I 964, 9 I 9-920: Păcurariu I 996, 332-353: 

Croitoru 20 1 2  (3). 344. 
1 7  Şerbănescu 1 964, 885-888; Croitoru 201 2  (3). 344. 
1 8 Event owed to the Wallachian Prince George Ghica ( 1 659-1 660, 1660), forrnerly Prince of 

Moldavia ( 1658-1 659), see Olteanu 2002. 40. 
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268 Ion I. Croitoru 4 

a printing center where severa! printing presses operated during the long reign of 
Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu. 

The beginning of the printing activity undertaken în Bucharest îs marked by 
the printing, în the year 1 688, of the Bucharest Bible (Biblia de la Bucureşti), in 
two editiones principes, the first under the patronage of Prince Şerban Cantacuzino 
( 1 679-1 688), the second under the aegis of his successor, Saint Constantine 
Brâncoveanu. The Bucharest Bible was addressed to all the Romanians and it has 
been acknowledged, în point of the development of the Romanian language, a role 
similar to that of Luther's  Bible for the German culture and language20• The 
printing of the Bucharest Bible cannot be connected only to confessional or 
catechetic reasons, or only to ritual reasons, but all these reasons intertwine for the 
cultural benefit of the hierarchy and of the intellectuals, to which one can add the 
two Princes' interest for asserting themselves2 1 . This editorial event represented the 
fruit of the collaboration between the Church and the Reign, as well as the 
contribution of the lay intellectuals (the brothers Radu and Şerban Greceanu, the 
High Steward Constantine Cantacuzino) combined to that of the clerics (Bishop 
Mitrofan of Buzău, the Greek hierarch Germanos ofNyssa)22• 

The place where the Bucharest Bible was printed was the princely printing 
press of Bucharest, whose activity was resumed, if we were to refer only to the 
second half of the l 7th century, in the year 1 687, when the printing of this 
monument of Roman ian language and printing art began23 • The functioning of the 
new princely printing press was due to the hierarch Mitrofan, fonnerly Bishop of 
Huşi ( 1 682-1 686) and future Bishop of Buzău ( 1 69 1-1 702), arrived and settled in 
Wallachia, at the court of the reigning Prince Şerban Cantacuzino, in 1 686, when 
Saint Dosoftei, Metropolitan of Moldavia ( 1 67 1- 1 674, 1 675-1 686), had been 
obliged to withdraw to Poland, following the mil itary campaign of King John III 
Sobieski ( 1 674-1 696). Mitrofan had been a remarkably diligent col laborator of 
Saint Dosoftei, regarding the printing of books în Roman ian, and also of Dositheos, 
the Patriarch of Jerusalem ( 1 669-1 707), conceming the printing of the books în 
Greek defending the Orthodoxy24• In 1 690, on the order of the Voivode 
Constantine Brâncoveanu, Mitrofan will also mould the Greek letters for the 
princely printing press, and beginning with 1 69 1 ,  when he is elected Bishop of 
Buzău, the leadership of the printing press îs taken over by Saint Martyr Anthimus 

19 This move is due to the Wallachian reigning Prince Radu Leon ( 1664/ 1665-1 669) and was 
confirmed by his act of June 8, 1 668, issued by common consent with the Metropolitan Theodosius 
( 1 668-1 672, 1 679- 1708) and the Bishops Seraphim of Râmnic ( 1 668-1 670) and Gregory of Buzău 
( 1 668-169 1 ). It was the Church of the Saint Emperors Constantine and Helen, founded (in 1 658) by 
Prince Constantine Şerban ( 1 654-1 658, 1 660), which was declared Metropolitan Cathedral, see 
Croitoru 20 12  (4), 393. 

20 Antonie 1 98 1 ,  220. 
2 1  See Cândea 1 963, 65 1-67 1 ;  Croitoru 201 2  (2), 1 38-139 .  
22 Croitoru 2012 (2), 1 38-139. 
23 Bădără 1 998, 62, 64. 
24 Croitoru 201 2  ( I ), 253. 
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5 The defence ofthe Orthodoxy by means ofthe printing press 269 

the lberian (Romanian Antim Ivireanul), at that time hieromonk. By the efforts of 
Saint Anthimus the lberian25, the printing press will operate, with an interruption 
between the years 1 694- 1 70 I ,  until the year 1 705, for a first stage, when he was 
chosen B ishop of Râmnic, then, the printing activity will be resumed in 1 7 1 426. At 
the princely printing press of Bucharest, which functioned during the intervals 
1 687-1 694, 1 70 1-1 705, 1 7 1 4, having, thanks to Saint Anthimus the lberian and to 
his disciples, Greek, Arabian, Cyrillic and Latin letters, 27 titles were printed: 7 in 
Romanian, 1 5  in Greek, 5 bi lingual ( one Greek-Romanian, one Greek-Arab, one 
Greek-Turkish27 and two Romanian-Slavonic}28, out of which 26 during the reign 
of Constantine Brâncoveanu29• lt ought to be mentioned that the 26 titles are books 
with a varied content, from biblical texts to patristic literature and from didactic
theological and parenetic books to descriptions of the Holy Places and classical 
literature30• lt ought to be specified that 9 of the books edited in the respective 
printing press were given as a gift by the editors to the Orthodox believers from 
everywhere3 1 . 

Older than the princely printing press was the metropolitan printing press of 
Bucharest, whose functioning was due to the initiative of Metropolitan Varlaam li 
( 1 672-1 679). He set up this printing press, in 1 678, with typographer masters 
probably brought from the world of the Orthodox Brotherhoods, situated in the 
south of Poland or in Ukraine, but with printing material manufactured in 
Bucharest by the respective masters. The printing press functioned, during a first 
period of time, between the years 1 674-1 68432• A first attempt of reactivation of 
this printing press was that of Saint Martyr Anthimus the lberian, in 1 709, as 
Metropolitan of Wallachia ( 1 708-1 7 1 6), by printing a bilingual Ceaslov 
(Horologion), in Romanian and Slavonic33• Saint Anthimus the Iberian is also the 
initiator of the second attempt of resuming the activity of the Metropolitan printing 
press, by moving the printing press from Târgovişte to Bucharest, where his Greek 
work NovBcaiw Xpumav1Ko7t:o),mKai (Christian-Politica! Counsels) was printed, 
addressed to Prin ce Ştefan Cantacuzino ( 1 7 1 4-1 7 16), in 1 7 1 534. Therefore, at this 

25 For a synthesis ofthe printing activity of Saint Martyr Anthimus the lberian, see Manu 2000, 
80--1 1 5; Şerbănescu 1 956, 690--766. 

26 Bădără 1 998, 64, 67; Croitoru 201 2  ( 1 ), 254. 
27 For the Turkish language, the karamanlidika writing was used, namely the writing of the 

Turkish language in Greek characters. 
28 Bădără 1 998, 65; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 254. 
29 The last title, printed in 1 7 14, is a circular in Romanian, representing the Stephen 

Cantacuzino 's Charter for the exemption of priests [rom taxes (Hrisovul lui Ştefan Cantacuzino 
pentru scutirea preoţilor de dăjdi), see BRV IV, 42; Bădără 1998, 67. 

3° Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 254. 
3 1 Bădără 1998. 65-{)7; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 254. 
32 Bădără 1998. 60-{)I ;  Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 252-253. 
33 Bădără 1 998. 67; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). p. 253. 
34 BRV I. 498-499; Legrand 1 894 (l 7th-I), 123-124. 
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printing press, only one liturgical book was printed, the one mentioned above, 
during the reign of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu35 . 

Another printing press that operated în Bucharest was the one created by 
Saint Anthimus the lberian while he was a Wallachian metropolitan, în the 
Monastery of Ali the Saints, founded by him. He decided, by a Statute (Aşezământ, 
24 April 1 7 1 3) and an Archiereus ' Charter (Hrisov arhieresc, 20 July 1 7 1 5), that 
there would be two printing presses, one for the Romanian language, and another 
one for the Greek language. lt îs considered that there was only one printing press, 
with two sections, în the above-mentioned languages36, which printed four books 
during the period 1 7 13-1 72037, but after the reign of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu. 
However, we have mentioned this printing press as belonging to the epoch of Saint 
Constantine Brâncoveanu, because the delineation of its activity occurred even 
since his reign. 

The Saints Anthimus the lberian and Constantine Brâncoveanu, the first as 
Metropolitan, the second as reigning Prince, made efforts, between the years 1 708-
1 7 14, to set up another printing press în Bucharest, în the Monastery of Saint 
Sabbas (Sfântul Sava), at the suggestion of the Greek Patriarchs Gerasimus II of 
Alexandria ( 1 688-1 7 1  O) and Chrysanthos Notaras of Jerusalem ( 1 707-1 73 1 ). The 
creation of this printing press îs part of the fight for defending the Orthodox faith 
from the Roman-Catholic propaganda, by the printed book, on the one hand, and, 
on the other hand, illustrates the desire of the Greek hierarchs of holding a printing 
press under their direct control, because of the fact that, despite the generosity of 
Ruter Constantine Brâncoveanu and of Metropolitan Anthimus the lberian, as well 
as în spite of their attachment to the cause of the Orthodoxy, nevertheless there 
were moments of tense relations. We shall remind of the conflict between Patriarch 
Dositheos of Jerusalem and Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, after the latter hosted 
John Caryophilles în Bucharest, and the problem of the Wallachian monasteries 
dedicated to the Patriarchate of Jerusalem, which brought în dissension 
Metropolitan Anthimus the lberian with Patriarch Chrysanthos Notaras, during the 
period 1 709- 1 7 1 238. Therefore, at that epoch, this printing press al so belongs to 
Voivode Constantine Brâncoveanu, because its creation was delineated în his time, 
yet, we ought to mention, however, the fact that it begins its activity în the year 
1 7 1 5 , being known later on under the name of the Printing Press of the 
Văcărescus ' School (Tipografia Şcolii Văcăreştilor)39• Summing up the printing 

35 The total of the books printed at this printing press, during its three periods of operation 
throughout the time of the second half of the l 7th century and at the beginning of the l 8th century. is 
7, out of which 5 were meant for the Orthodox services and 2 were collections of homilies and moral 
education. As far as their language is concerned, three books were in Romanian. three more were 
bi lingual Romanian-Slavonic and one was în Greek [Bădără 1 998, 62: Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 253 ] .  

3 6  Bădără 1 998, 68. 
37 Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). 254-255. 
38 Bădără 1 998. 69; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). 255. note 1 40; see al so Croitoru 20 1 4. 20 1-232. 
39 Bădără 1 998. 69; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). 255. 
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7 The defence ofthe Orthodoxy by means ofthe printing press 27 1 

act1V1ty of Bucharest, namely the first printing center of Saint Constantine 
Brâncoveanu's time, one can conclude that two printing presses were in operation, 
and two more were being set up. 

The second printing center of Wallachia related to the epoch of the ruter 
Constantine Brâncoveanu was in Buzău. In this locality, a princely printing press 
was set up, whose beginnings are related to the year 1 69 1 ,  when Mitrofan, 
mentioned above, is chosen Bishop of Buzău ( 1 69 1 - 1 702). He organized this 
printing press at the desire of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu, with the aim of 
putting into practice the vast editorial programme of the reigning Prince, which 
foresaw, among others: a) assuring the books of worship for the liturgical needs of 
the Wallachian Orthodox Church; b) supporting, by the printing press, the 
Orthodox population of the Ottoman Empire; c) putting into circulation the texts 
necessary in order to defend the Orthodoxy from the Roman-Catholic and 
Protestant proselytism40. During the period of the years 169 1-1 706, the princely 
printing press from Buzău published, by the efforts of Bishop Mitrofan and his 
disciples, merged with those of his successor in the episcopal see, Bishop 
Damascene the Teacher, known in Romanian as Dascălul ( 1 702-1 708), 20 titles or 
3 1 books, if we consider the fact that the Menaion, as title, had 1 2  volumes printed 
separately. Out of these titles, regarding the language, 3 were in Roman ian and the 
rest bilingual (Slavonic-Romanian), but, in point of their content, 1 7  represented 
books of worship for the liturgical use of the Orthodox Church in the Romanian 
Countries, and three were books of dogmatic, ascetic-moral and canon teaching4 1 . 

A third printing center was at Snagov Monastery, where first a princely 
printing press functioned, with printing material taken from Bucharest. In relation 
to the creation of this printing press, endowed with Greek, Slavonic and Arabic 
letters, a hypothesis that circulated is that, because of the conflict between 
Constantine Brâncoveanu, the Ruter of Wallachia, and Dositheos, the Patriarch of 
Jerusalem, in relation to John Caryophilles, it would have been desired to print the 
books as far as possible from the Princely Court. Another hypothesis relates the 
creation of the respective printing press to the appointment of Saint Anthimus the 
lberian as hegumen of Snagov Monastery ( 1 694 ), and, in this context, the princely 
printing press from Bucharest or a part of it would have been moved to Snagov42• 
Beyond these hypotheses, one can note, based on the analysis of the topics 
included in the editorial programme, that the aim pursued by Prince Constantine 
Brâncoveanu and Metropolitan Theodosius, by the creation of this princely printing 
press, was to defend the Orthodoxy both inside of it (the conflict between Patriarch 
Dositheos and the Logothete John Caryophilles, the need of books for the 
Orthodox population of the Ottoman Empire), and outside of it (the fight to resist 

40 Bădără 1 998, 70: Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). 256. 
4 1 Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I  ). 256. 
42 Bădără 1 998, 74: Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). 257, note 1 58. 
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the propagandas of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation)43• By the 
endeavours of Saint Anthimus the lberian, as hegumen of Snagov Monastery 
( 1 694-1 704 ), who had a Iso been entrusted the leadership of the printing press, 
were printed, during the period of the years 1 694- 1 70 1 ,  1 5  works and 1 6  titles44, 
aut of which 6 books were printed in Romanian, 6 in Greek, one in Slavonic and 2 
bilingual (Slavonic-Romanian and Greek-Arabian)45 . The topics are, nevertheless, 
varied: 6 books containing l iturgical texts (2 in Greek, 2 in Romanian and 2 
bilingual, Slavonic-Romanian and, respectively, Greek-Arabian), 3 of dogmatic 
literature (2 in Greek and one in Romanian), to which one can add a book title from 
each of the following categories: panegyric and didactic-theological literature in 
Greek; Slavonic grammar; popular history, morals and literature in Romanian46. lt 
is considered that the status of the princely printing press changes and it becomes 
the property of Saint Anthimus the lberian, between the years 1 700- 1 70 1 ,  printing 
only one book in Greek, in the year 1 70 147• After this date, Saint Anthimus the 
lberian retums to Bucharest, where he will print in the princely printing press 13  
books, during the period ofthe years 1 702-1 70548• 

The fourth printing center was at Râmnic. The date of creation of this 
printing press from this episcopal residence is related to the appointment of Saint 
Anthimus the Iberian as Bishop of Râmnic ( 1 705-1 708), in 1 705, after 16 March49. 
After this event, the printing activity of Snagov Monastery ceased, and the printing 
material was distributed to the printing presses of Bucharest and Buzău, but alsa 
Râmnic. At this episcopal printing press were edited, during a period of just 3 years 
( 1 705-1 707), 9 books and 1 O titles, 3 books being in Roman ian, 3 in Greek and 3 
more bilingual, Slavonic-Romanian50. Precedence was given to the liturgica) 
books, which were 4 (one in Romanian, with two titles, and 3 bil ingual Slavonic
Romanian), to which one can add a dogmatic and polemica) work in Greek, a 
didactic-theological book in Romanian, a book of panegyric literature in Greek and 

43 Bădără 1998, 74; Croitoru 201 2  ( I ), 257; for the activity of the Counter-Refonnation see al so 
Barbu 2008. 

44 Two titles were printed în one volume, în Greek, and offered as a gift to the Orthodox 
believers: Op86bo�oi; VµoA.oyia rfii; lli<m:wi; (Orthodox Confession of Faith) and Eiuaywy1id/ 
'EK8t:l11!; Tr:t:pi rwv rp1wv Mcyil1TWV Apt:rwv llil1Tt:W!;, 'EA.rriboi; Kai Ay<iITT?!; (lntroductory Presentation 
of the Three Cardinal Virtues Faith, Hope and Lave, 1699), see BRV I, 378-389; BRV IV, 2 1 1 ;  
Legrand 1 895 ( I  7th-III), 6 1 .  

4 5  Bădără 1 998, 76; Croitoru 20 12  ( I ), 257; see also Şerbănescu 1976, 349-355; Chiţulescu 
2009 ( I ), 57--60; for the same study, but enriched, see Chiţulescu 2009 (2), 126-132. 

46 Bădără 1998, 76; Croitoru 20 12  ( I ), 257-258. 
47 'Irouwou tofi KoµVTjVOU, llp011KVVTJTGp10V roii ayiov opOV!; roii Jl. 8wvO!; (John Comnenus, 

Proskynetarion of the Holy Mount Athos), Snagov, 1 70 1 ,  see BRV I, 422-423; BRV IV, 2 1 3-2 1 5; 
Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I). 12-13. 

48 Bădără I 998. 79. 
49 Bădără I 998, 77. 
50 Bădără I 998. 80; Păcurariu 1 994 (II). 145: Croitoru 20 12  ( I ), 258. 
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a book of homiletic literature în two editions, separately for the languages Greek 
and Romanian51 • 

The fifth printing center of the time of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu was at 
Târgovişte, forrner official capital of Wallachia, but also forrner metropolitan 
residence52. The resuming of the printing activity în Târgovişte, in 1 709, after an 
absence of 57 years, is due to Saint Anthimus the lberian, who became Metropolitan of 
Wallachia ( 1 708- 1 7 1 6) în 1 708. The printing material was brought from Râmnic, 
so that the new printing press from Târgovişte is considered his property. Endowed 
with Greek and Cyril l ic letters, the printing press of Târgovişte operated between 
the years 1 709- 1 7 1 5, its activity being interrupted only between the years 1 7 1 1-
1 7 1 2, because of the Russian-Ottoman confrontations53 • In  the presses of  this 
printing center were edited 2 1  works, out of which 1 4  in Romanian, 5 în Greek, 
one trilingual Slavonic-Romanian-Greek, and another one bilingual, namely 
Slavonic-Romanian54• As far as their topics are concerned, the largest number is 
represented by the liturgica! books, summing up 13 titles, out of which 9 în 
Romanian, 2 în Greek, one trilingual and another one bilingual. To these, one can 
add 2 books of moral-philosophic literature ( one în Greek, another in Romanian), 3 
books of teaching for priests (one in Greek, two în Romanian), one dogmatic book 
(în Greek) and one of popular literature (în Romanian), one juridica! text (în 
Romanian) and a pilgrimage book of the Holy Mount Sinai, printed in the same 
volume with a liturgica! book în Greek55. 

Before moving on to another point of this study, it ought to be mentioned that 
the first printing presses of certain Christian communities în the East were created 
with Romanian support (engraving of the letters, equipment, training of the 
typographer masters etc.), given precisely during the reign of Saint Constantine 
Brâncoveanu. To fill this gap in matters of books for the Orthodox among the 
Arabs, Saint Anthimus the lberian will print, with letters made by him, two books: 
a Greek-Arabian Hieratikon/Leitourgiarion (Snagov, 1 70 1  }56 and a Greek-Arabian 
Horologion (Bucharest, 1 702)57• These books bear the mark of the Orthodox 
world' s brotherhood of that time: the contribution of a Georgian typographer, Saint 
Anthimus the lberian; the initiative of Athanasius III Dabbăs, Patriarch of Antioch 
( 1 685-1 694, 1 720-1 724), who lived în Wallachia for more than four years ( l  700-
1 704 ); the patronage of the Christian Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, who offered 

5 1 Bădără 1 998, 80--8 1 ;  Croitoru 201 2 ( I ), 258. 
52 Even though the metropolitan residence had been moved to Bucharest in 1 668, the 

metropolitans had the habit of retuming to Târgovişte, during the periods when the rulers of the 
country preferred to stopover in the former capital [Păcurariu 1 994 (II), 1 25). 

SJ Bădără 1 998, 8 1--82. 
54 Bădără 1 998. 82; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( 1 ). 259. 
ss Bădără 1998. 82--83; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). 259. 
56 BRV L 423-433; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I}, 1-2. 
57 BRV L 442-447; Legrand 1 9 1 8 ( 1 8th-I}, 1 9-20. 
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those books as a gift to all the priests of  the Patriarchate of Antioch58. The act of 
printing of these books also has a threefold purpose: introducing the spoken 
Arabian language in the worship, instead of the Syriac language, a process similar 
to the replacement of the Slavonic by the Romanian in the extra-Carpathian 
Rornanian Countries; materializing the Prince's  cultural plan of offering support to 
the Orthodox Church of the peoples in the East; reinforcing the efforts of the 
Patriarchs of Antioch, to be able to face the Roman-Catholic and Protestant 
proselytism, which was making use of printed books59• After the above-mentioned 
books were printed, the printing material manufactured in Wallachia ( 1 700) to print 
books in Arabian was transferred, totally or in part60, to Aleppo ( 1 706-1 724), by 
Patriarch Athanasius III Dabbăs61 • Because of the disputes between the Orthodox 
believers and those who had begun to embrace Uniatism, the Arabian printing 
press is moved, in 1 724, at Balamand Monastery, near Tripoli, yet, after a while, a 
part of the printing press gets to the locality of Zaurak, where, completed with the 
necessary parts, it continued its activity62, while another part is taken to the 
Monastery of Saint John of Choueir (Lebanon, 1 734-1 899), being considered the 
printing press with the Ion gest activity in the Arab ian worlcf3• The argument 
brought in favour of this statement is the fact that the different stages of the 
Arabian printing press that took place in the West, during the I Sth-1 7th centuries, 
were due either to the curiosity manifested by the European humanists to the 
Oriental cultures or to the activity of the missionaries in the East and to the Eastern 
policy of the Western Great Powers. Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu will open, 
however, by his help, a new stage in the history of the Arab Christian culture, 
namely the initiatives of printing the Arabian books will go from the foreigners' 
hands into those of the Arabophone Christians, who are, this time, direct 
beneficiaries of the books64 . 

At the supplication of King Vakhtang VI, sent to the Princely Court of 
Wallachia by Chrysanthos Notaras, Patriarch of Jerusalem65, the reigning Prince 
Constantine Brâncoveanu and Metropolitan Anthimus the lberian sent a 
typographer master, namely Michael Stephen (lştvanovici), a disciple of the latter 
in the art of the printing press, to Tbilisi. Taking together with him a team of 
specialists and printing material made in Wallachia by Saint Anthimus the lberian, 
at the expense of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu, Michael Stephen printed, during 
a first stage of his activity in Georgia, between the years 1 709-1 7 1 1 ,  a number of 
9 liturgica! and teaching books. After his voyage of the year 1 7 1 2  to Holland, 

58 Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 259. 
59 PO<iskalsky 2005, 103. 
60 For an analysis of these topics see Feodorov 20 14  ( 1 ), 264-267. 
61 Bădără 1 998, 1 06; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 260. 
62 Bădără 1 998. 106; Simonescu 1 964, 532-538; Păcurariu 1 964, 608: Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 260. 
63 Cândea 1 989. 1 75: Croitoru 2012 ( I ). 260. 
64 Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). 260, note 1 82. 
6 5  Păcurariu 1996, 354. 
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where he improves his art of the printing press, Michael Stephen retums to 
Georgia, where he and his disciples continue their printin� activity until the year 
1 722, when the printing press is destroyed by the Ottomans 6. 

In this way, with the help offered by the Church and the Reign of Wallachia, 
represented at that moment of history by the Saints Anthimus the lberian and 
Constantine Brâncoveanu, the Arabian and Georgian Orthodox Christians received, 
by God's  iconomy, support in the defence of the Orthodoxy and of the being of 
their nation, as they were being threatened by the Western propagandas and the 
danger of Islamization. 

4. Books defending the Orthodoxy from the Western propagandas 
In the context ofthe l 7th century disputes, when the Orthodox Romanians of 

Transylvania were subjected to an intense propaganda of Calvinization67, replaced 
afterwards, after the fall of the Principality under Habsburg rule ( 1 687)68, by that of 
Catholicization, while the Eastem Patriarchates were haunted by Western missionaries, 
the Church and the Reign in the extra-Carpathian Romanian Countries made efforts 
to keep their ancestral law accurate and consolidate the Orthodoxy among the 
Romanians from the three Countries, but also among their faith brothers, but of 
other nations, having in view especially those under the rule of the Ottoman Empire. 

The printing press, used not just in the extra-Carpathian Romanian Countries, 
but also in Transylvania, became, in the frame of the epoch, an instrument of 
defence of the Orthodox teaching from the heterodox doctrines. Acquiring books 
was considered a truly heavenly gift and treasure69 in the book Învăţături preste 
toate zilele (Teachings for al/ the days), printed at the Monastery of the Assumption 
of the Theotokos in Câmpulung (Wallachia), in 1 64270, because the teachings, 
written by many and great teachers„ . to all the Christians, were meant to bring the 
true light on the meaning of the Holy Scripture and for the benefit of the spiritual 
life, as an exhortation to running away from evils and from those who have 
organ iz ed themselves badl/1, a reference, in other words, to those of other faiths 72• 

This function of the book was fully cultivated as well during the epoch of 
Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, and the printings included in the editorial 

66 Păcurariu 1 996, 355; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ), 26 1 ;  for more details on the activity of the 
typographer Michael Iştvanovici in Georgia, see Feodorov 20 1 4  (2), 47--6 1 .  

67 See Croitoru 20 1 2  (5), 467-526. 
68 Transylvania was occupied by the Habsburgs in the year 1 687, and by the declarations of the 

Dieta (Legislative Assembly) of the Principality of9 and 1 0  May 1 688, confirmed as well on 1 3  May, 
the same year, by the Dieta summoned in Făgăraş, the annexation of the Principality to the Habsburg 
Empire was proclaimed, a situation maintained, with some changes (Austro-Hungarian dualism, 
between the years 1 867-1 91 8), until the year 1 9 1 8  [Croitoru 20 1 2  (5), 520-52 1 ] .  

69 BRV l, 1 27. 
70 BRV I. 1 25. 
7 1 BRV I. 1 27. 
72 Croitoru 20 1 2  (6). 707. 
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programme ofthe Church and of the Reign had the aim of reinforcing the Orthodox 
conscience and of defending the right-believers from the misinterpretations of the 
truths of faith brought by the Reformation or by the innovations promoted by the 
Counter-Reformation. In its way, each printed book had a mission to accomplish, a 
truth of faith to defend from those who were contesting it, such as, for instance, the 
veneration of the Saints and of the holy icons, the divinity of Jesus Christ, the 
transformation of the Holy Gifts into the Body and the Blood of the world's 
Saviour Jesus Christ etc. We shall choose, however, from among these books, also 
limiting ourselves to the mie of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu, only those whose 
content presents the Orthodox teaching, entirely or partially, but aiming to defend 
the Orthodoxy from the Western propagandas. 

As we have mentioned above, the start of the editorial programme consists in 
the printing of the Bucharest Bible, in 1 688, a cultural and ecclesial event of 
significant momentum, as it was allowing the Romanian Christians to know the 
laws of God; and the word of God, as a light that had been under a basket until 
then, was put by the Ruter Şerban Cantacuzino, but also by the effort of the 
reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, who, first as Great Logothete73 and 
ispravnic74, then crowned with the reign and rufe of the entire Oungrovlachian 
Country75, completed the good thing begun, on a lampstand, to give light to the 
nations in the house of the Church: Romanians, Moldavians and 
Oungrovlachians76• It ought to be specified that the printing of the Bucharest Bib/e, 
achieved in the princely printing press, had the blessing of the Wallachian 
Metropolitan Theodosius and the consent of the Ecumenica! Patriarchate, 
mentioned in the first Preface77, addressed by Prince Şerban Cantacuzino to the 
whole clergy of the Church, to the boyars and to all the Orthodox Christians, but 
also the blessing of the Patriarchate of Jerusalem, in its second Preface, signed by 
Patriarch Dositheos78• lt ought to be mentioned, therefore, that, during the 
archipastorate of Metropolitan Theodosius and the mie of Saint Constantine 

73 See the title paper in BRV I, 28 I .  
74 The brothers Radu and Şerban Greceanu remind in the first Preface to Prince Constantine 

Brâncoveanu (Predoslovie către domnitorul Constantin Brâncoveanu). included in the collection 
Mărgăritare (Pearls, Bucureşti, 1 69 1 ), that he was, before taking over the princely throne, vei Log. 
ispravnicu, namely Great Logothete in charge of the printing of the Bible, see BRV I, 3 1 9. In this 
context, the ispravnic had the obligation of organizing, overseeing and following up, for the editor 
and in his name, the materializat ion of the editorial projects, his activity being directly, immediately 
and decisively related to the typographers ' activity (Bădără 1 998, 1 70). 

75 As it is mentioned in the title paper, see BR V I, 28 1 .  
76 This was the conviction o f  Patriarch Dositheos o f  Jerusalem, expressed in his Preface 

(Predoslovie) addressed to the very illuminated, very Christian, very glorified, Christ-loving Prince 
and protector of the entire Hungary-Wallachia, Ioan Şerban Cantacuzino Basarab Voivode, in Biblia, 
adică Dumnezeiasca Scriptură ( The Bible, namely the Divine Scripture). see BRV I. 289. 

77 BRV I, 286. 
78 See BRV I. 287-290; on the patemity of this Preface (Predoslovie), attributed to Senechal 

Constantine Cantacuzino, see Croitoru 20 1 2  (7), 423. note 874. 
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Brâncoveanu, was achieved, for the first time, the complete printing of the Holy 
Scripture in Romanian, in editions meant for the worship (Apostolos or Epistle 
Lectionary, Evangelion or Gospel Book, Psa/ter), but also for the cultural needs 
and the defence of the ancestral law, by knowing and living the word of God 
(Biblia de la 1688/The 1688 Bible)19• 

The need was, in the context of the epoch, that the acquisition of the 
ancestral law by the reading of the Holy Scripture ought to be accompanied by the 
explanations of the Holy Fathers, because many Christians, at that time, do noi 
hold on to, namely did not respect, the true ru/es of the good faith, and when they 
read the Holy Scriptures . . .  they make other interpretations according to the whims 
of their heart and not according to the thought of the Holy Scripture and of the 
Holy Fathers of yore, who were Juli of the gift of the Holy Spirit80• The tenn 
heretical, used by Saint Varlaam in the Teaching at the Cheesefare Sunday 
(Învăfătură la Duminica lăsatului sec de brânză) and employed exclusively against 
the Calvinists and Lutherans81 ,  is replaced by the typographer Michael Iştvanovici 
(Stephen) in the text cited above and included in the Kiriakodromion or Evanghelia 
învăfătoare (The Teaching Gospel), which he printed at Alba Iulia, in 1 69982• 
Michael Iştvanovici realized, according to the specialists in this domain, a true 
synthesis of the homi/etic, liturgica/ and hagiographic literature up to his time, 
choosing, with the accord and the blessing of Metropolitan Athanasius of 
Transylvania ( 1 697-1 70 1 ), the most adequate fonns of expression in order to draw 
the attention of the Romanians in the Principal ity on the dangers of being led astray 
from the true faith, but also in order to avoid eventual repercussions to their 
disadvantage, coming either from the Calvinists and the Lutherans, whose regime 
could have retumed to the Principality, or from the Roman-Catholics, whose 
propaganda had intensified after the conquest of Transylvania by the Habsburgs83• 

To meet the demand to understand the word of the Holy Scripture, by the 
living and the teachings of the Holy Fathers of yore84, the series of teaching books 
printed in the princely printing press of Bucharest, in Romanian, is opened by the 
collection of patristic discourses Mărgăritare (Pearls). In order to bring light upon 
the interpretations made by some according to the whims of their hearts85, in other 
words, on the issues regarding the truths of faith, and in order to offer the 
Christians the teachings useful for the soul and for the bod/6 coming from the 
Holy Fathers (John Chrysostom, Anastasius of Sinai, Basil the Great, Maximus the 

79 Croitoru 201 2  (4), 398. 
80 Lupaş 1957, 799; Croitoru 20 12  (6), 7 1 4. 
8 1 Varlaam 1643, I, 33 r-v. 
82 BRV I, 372-377, 538. 
83 See Lupaş 1957, 798--799; Croitoru 20 12  (6). 7 12-7 14. 
84 The expression is cited in the previous paragraph. 
85 The expressions are taken from the previous paragraph. 
86 Cuvânt cătră de bine voitor/ul cititoriu ( Word to the reader of good-will). in Mărgăritare 

(Pearls), Bucureşti, 1 69 1 .  see BRV I, 320. 
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Confessor, Ephrem the Syrian etc.)87, the respective collection was translated from 
Greek into Romanian by the brothers Radu and Şerban Greceanu88, being reviewed, as 
for the Romanian language, and printed by hierarch Mitrofan, in ·1 69 1 89. In the first 
Preface (Prefaţă or Predoslovie) of the volume90, the translators bring to light the 
fact that the reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu had an editorial programme, 
which foresaw the printing of books în Greek and în Romanian, nat with small or 

few expenses91 , including the Holy Scripture (Sfânta Scriptură) and translations of 
works of the Holy Fathers as well as writings defending the Orthodox faith from 
the Roman-Catholic and Protestant propagandas92• 

At that moment, a part of the editorial programme was already completed. 
Thus, the brothers Greceanu reroind of the fact that the printing of the Holy Bible 
(Biblila Sfântă) în Romanian, mentioned above, has been completed; this action 
had been started during the rule of Şerban Voivode, when Constantine Brâncoveanu 
fulfilled for the respective print the function of Great Logothete ispravnicu, yet the 
latter earnestly made al! the efforts to complete it during the happy days of [ his] 
reign93, namely in 1 688, at the printing press of Bucharest94• The Greceanu 
brothers then mention another feat of Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu95, who was 
glad for the accomplished thing96, namely, the book of Meletios Syrigos against the 
Calvinist heresies and the questions of Cyril Lucaris, Patriarch. . .  of Constantinople, 
together with the additions Dositheos, Patriarch of Jerusalem, anew against the 
Calvinist heresies brought together from here and there97 • In fact, the brothers 

87 Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 726. 
88 BRV 1, 3 1 5. Biographic data on those who endeavored to put to good use the printing press 

during the rule of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu [the brothers Şerban and Radu Greceanu, Bishop 
Mitrofan, Saint Anthimus the lberian, Bishop Damascene the Teacher (Damaschin Dascălul), Michael 
Stephen (lştvanovici), George Radovici, the Greek Hieromonk Mitrofan Grigorăs of Dodona, 
Hieromonk Philotheus sin Agăi Jipei] can be found in Petrescu 20 1 4  ( 1 ), 75-9 1 ;  for the same study, 
with a slightly modified title, see Petrescu 20 14  (2), 1 6 1-178; concerning other details on the Greek 
scholars involved in the printing activity of the same period (monk Athanasius Tomaidis, Vissarion 
Makres, Panagiotis Synopeas or of Sin6pe, the iatrophilosopher John Comnenus, Mitrofanis 
Grigorăs), see Moldoveanu 20 1 4, 1 90--1 97. 

89 BRV I, 32 1 .  It ought to be noted that the respective patristic collection also interested the 
Russian Orthodox believers. On 6 July 1 693, Saint Dosoftei of Moldavia finished translating this 
collection into Russian, after the second edition of Venice in New Greek ( 1 683), sending the 
manuscript to the Russian Tsar, John V and Peter l, for publication [Croitoru 2012 (6), 726]. 

90 It ought to be mentioned that the whole content of the book Mărgăritare (Pearls) is preceded 
by two Prefaces or Discourses (Predoslovie or Cuvântare), the first to Prince Constantine 
Brâncoveanu, the second to the readers, both signed by the brothers Şerban, second logothete, and 
Radu, logothete, see BRV l, 3 1 6-32 1 .  

9 1 BRV l  3 1 9  
92 Croit;ru 20 1 2  (6), 727. 
93 BRV l, 3 1 9. 
94 Bădără 1 998, 65. 
95 BRV 1, 298-299; Legrand 1 894 (I 7th-II), 458. 
96 BRV l, 3 1 9. 
97 BRV I. 3 1 9. 
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Radu and Şerban Greceanu were referring to the works in Greek: Ko.rO. rwv 
KoJ./31v1Kwv Kt:<poJ.o.iwv, Ko.i ipwr�aewv KvpOJ.ov wiJ AovKapew<; /t.vripp11a1<; 
(Counter-Statement against the Calvinist Principles and the Questions of Cyril 
Lucaris) by Meletios Syrigos, professor and protosingelos of the Great Church of 
Constantinople, and 'EYXe1pi'510v Ko.rO. rfi<; KoJ./31v1Kijr; <ppevopJ,a.fJdo.r; (Manual 
against the Calvinist Madness) by Dositheos, Patriarch of Jerusalem98• 

The two works had been printed in one volume in Bucharest, in 1 69099, at the 
expense and under the supervision of the reigning Prince100, and after the title page 
there were three epigrams, the first and the third being written by Chrysanthos 
Notaras, as Hieromonk and Archimandrite of the Holy Tomb, and the second by 
Antonius Spandonis, Dicheojilax or Just Protector of the Great Church and 
teacher of sciences of the School of Constantinople. The first two were addressed 
to Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, and the third to Meletios Syrigos10 1. Then 
follow two Prefaces, signed by Patriarch Dositheos102, being two letters of his, 
composed in the month of May of the year 1690, at Adrianople, from where they 
were sent to Ruler Constantine Brâncoveanu103. After the summary, the volume 
a Iso includes the Decisions of the Synod of Constantinople of 163 8, the Decisions 
of the Synod of 1 642, held in Constantinople, and approved in Jassy, during the 
same year104, the Life of Meletios Syrigos written by the same Patriarch105, and the 
Letter ofthe Synod of Jassy ( 1 642) sent to Prince Basil Lupu106. 

As far as the book of Meletios Syrigos is concemed, Patriarch Dositheos 
mentions, in First Preface, in which he describes the phenomenon of the sects and 
the fight of the Church, by leamed teachers and pious emperors, for the defence of 

98 BRV I, 298; Legrand I 894 ( I  7th-II), 458; Croitoru 20 12  (6), 728. 
99 Croitoru 201 2  (6), 728-729. 
100 BRV I, 298, 299; Legrand 1 894 ( l  7th-II), 458. 
101 BRV I, 299-300; Legrand 1 894 ( l  7th-11), 459-460. 
102 For Preface I see BRV I, 301-304 (Greek text) and 304-307 (translation în Romanian); as 

far as the Greek text of this Preface is concemed, see also Legrand 1894 ( l 7th-II), 461-466. For 
Preface li see BRV I, 307-309 (part of the Greek text) and 309-3 1 1  (the translation of this part in 
Romanian); conceming the sarne Greek text, see also Legrand 1 894 ( 1 7th-11), 466-470. For older 
complete translations of these two Prefaces from Greek into Romanian, done by C. Erbiceanu, see 
Prefaţa dela cartea lui Meletie Sirig. Scrisă de Dositeiu Patriarhul Ierusalimului şi în care se descrie 
origina neamului lui Constantin Brâncaveanu şi după tată şi după mamă (Preface from Meletios 
Syrigos 's book Written by Dositheos, Patriarch of Jerusalem, and describing the genealogy of 
Constantine Brâncoveanu both on the father 's side and on the mother 's side ), în Erbiceanu I 904-1905, 
1 2 1 2-12 1 8; A doua prefaţă la cartea lui Meletie Sirig tot de Patriarhul Dositeiu (The second Preface to 
Meletios Syrigos 's book. a/so by Dositheos the Patriarch), în Erbiceanu 1904-1 905 (2), 1344-1 350. 

103 Dură 1 977, 242. 
104 Dură 1977, 246. 
105 See BRV I, 3 1 1-3 1 2  (Greek text) and 3 1 2-3 1 3  (translation în Romanian); for the Greek 

text, see a Iso Legrand I 894 ( 1 7th-II). 4 70-4 72. 
1 06 See BRV I, 3 1 3-3 14 (Greek text and translation); for the Greek text. see also Legrand 1 894 

( I  7th-11). 4 72-4 73. 
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the faith107, and the genealogy of the reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, 
both on his father's side, on which he was related to the reigning families of 
Wallachia, and on his mother's side, by whom he was related to Byzantine 
emperors, showing the brave acts and measures taken against the heretics by five 
Byzantine emperors, whom the Patriarch considers to be the reigning Prince's 
ancestors108, that Meletios Syrigos wrote the presen! book, namely Counter
Statement against the Calvinist Principles and the Questions of Cyril Lucaris, at 
the exhortation of Prince Basil Lupu, by which he condemns the heresies of the 
present century109• For Patriarch Dositheos, these heresies were the new protestant 
doctrines, contested at the Synod of Jassy ( 1 642), through the diligence of Basil 
Lupu, who confuted and puf to shame mixtures of heresies, namely Calvin 's 
impie7.1 10• It is supposed that Meletios wrote this work between the years 1 636-
1 6401 1 , therefore, before the Synod of Jassy, held in 1 642, and, according to the 
testimony of Patriarch Dositheos, beside the exhortation of Prince Basil Lupu to 
draw up this book, he also received the impetus of Patriarch Partenius I of 
Constantinople1 12 • lt ought to be specified that, for the 1 690 edition, Patriarch 
Dositheos chose the variant that Meletios Syrigos himself prepared from Old Greek 
into common Greek, and many of the noblemen of Wallachiabogdania, namely 
Wallachia or the Romanian Country situated near Bogdania or Moldavia, knowing 
the Greek language well, wanted to translare ii easily into the Wallachian 
language, to become the benejit of community in the whole Church1 1 3• 

In the Second Preface, Patriarch Dositheos shows, among other things, the 
bad consequences of heresies, makes a short historical reference to Luther's 
Refonn and Calvin's  heresy, a short reference to the Synod of Jassy, and also to the 
discussions and positions taken, at that time, by him and by the Eastern patriarchs, 
because of the emergence of the Pseudo-Lucarian Confession, attributed to Saint 
Cyril Lucaris the New Martyr1 14, while he was Patriarch of Constantinople1 1 5, in 
relation to the Calvinist propaganda carried out among the Orthodox population of 
Poland, Lithuania, Podolia, Ukraine and Transylvania1 1 6• Actually, the same 
Patriarch Dositheos shows, in the same Preface, that the reason of the printing of 
the respective volume was given by the Orthodox people of Transylvania. They 

w7 First Preface, in BRV I, 302-303, 305-306; Legrand 1 894 ( l7th-II), 462-463, 464-466. 
108 First Preface, in BRV l, 302-303, 305-306; Legrand 1 894 ( 17th-II), 462-466. 
1 09 First Preface, in BRV l, 304, 307; Legrand 1 894 ( I  7th-ll). 466. 
1 1 0  First Preface, in BRV I, 30 1 ,  305; Legrand 1 894 ( l 7th-II), 462. 
1 1 1 Croitoru 201 2  (6), 729, note 198. 
1 12 Second Preface, in BRV I, 308, 3 1  O; Legrand 1 894 ( I  7th-II), 469-4 70. 
1 1 3 Second Preface, in BRV I, 308, 3 1  O; Legrand 1 894 ( I  7th-ll). 469. 
1 14 About this Calvinizing Confession of Faith, published in Geneva, first in Latin ( Confessio 

fidei, 1629). then in Greek (JlvaroAIKIJ oµoAcr;ia Tfi<; XPlGTWVIKIÎ<; lriGTE:<JJ<; - Eastern Confession of the 
Christian Faith, 1633). see Croitoru 20 1 2  (8). 554-559. 

1 1 5 Saint Cyril Lucaris was first of all Patriarchs of Alexandria ( 1 60 1-1 620). then of 
Constantinople, on severa( times: 1 6 1 2, 1 620-1 623. 1 623-1633. 1633-1 634. 1 634-1635. 1637-1638. 

1 16 Second Preface, in BRV I, 307-308. 309-3 1 O: Legrand 1894 ( I  7th-ll), 446-4 70. 
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had asked the Patriarch Dositheos, around the year 1680, when he was în Wallachia, to 
give them certain writings to be oble to answer the Calvinists, who were bothering 
h . l 1 1 7 t em excess1ve y . 

The Manual of Patriarch Dositheos against the Calvinist Heresy was the third 
edition of the Confession of Faith that he himself had drawn up on the occasion of 
the Synod of Jerusalem, held în the year 1 672. The first two editions of this 
Confession had been printed în Paris, în 1 675-1 676 and 1 6781 18, by Roman
Catholics, în the name of the Synod of Jerusalem, whereas the edition of Bucharest 
appeared în the Orthodox environment, bearing the name of the Patriarch himself. 
Moreover, this last edition comprised the corrections, completions and additions 
that Patriarch Dositheos had made both to The Decisions ofthe Synod of Jerusalem 
( 1 672), and to The Confession approved then1 19• These modifications also include a 
change of title. While în the previous editions the title was the Shield of the 
Orthodoxy/)frnric; 'Op()o<Jo�iac;, in the edition of Bucharest the title becomes Manual 
against the Calvinist Madness ('Erxe1pi'510v Kara rfic; Ko.2P1v1Kijc; rppE:Vop/,a.f3âac;)120, 
with the mention that in the text of the 1 690 volume, the title of Patriarch 
Dositheos' Confession12 1 also appears under the form 'Erxe1pi'510v tl.trxov riJv 
Kw/J1v1KiJv rppevopl,apdav, namely Manual proving the Calvinist Heresy122• 

lt has been appreciated that the volume printed în the princely printing press 
of Bucharest, in 1690, shared as a gift by Patriarch Dositheos, thanks to the 
financial help offered by the reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, the texts 
being arranged and corrected or reviewed by Michael Makres of Ioannina 
(Greece), Notary of the Great Church of Constantinople, and the printing being 
entrusted to Mitrofan, at the time forrner Bishop of Huşi 1 23, still represents a 
reaction of the representatives of the Orthodoxy against the Lucarian Confession 

d p  . . 1124 an rotestant1sm m genera . 
Another book reminded by the brothers Radu and Şerban Greceanu in the 

first Preface of the collection Mărgăritare (Pearls) is Mărturiia pravoslavnică 
(The Orthodox Corifession), about which they say that it is in their hands to be 
translated from Greek info Romanian, but which they attribute to Patriarch 
Nectarius of Jerusalem ( 1 66 1-1 669) 125 • About this mention, it is possible, on the 
one hand, that the Greceanu brothers may have had in view the translation of 
Patriarch Nectarius' work, Counter-Statement against Papal Primacy (Ilepi rfic; 

1 1 7 Second Preface, in BRV I, 308, 3 1 0; Legrand 1 894 ( 1 7th-II), 469. On the Calvinist and 
Lutheran propaganda in Transylvania, but also in Wallachia and Moldavia, see Croitoru 2012  (9), 467-526. 

1 1 8 Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 728, note 1 88. 
1 19 Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 730. 
120 Dură 1 977, 245. 
12 1 On The Confession of Patriarch Dositheos, see more details in Croitoru 2012  ( 10). 655--664. 
122 BRV I. 299; Legrand 1 894 ( 1 7th-II), 459. 
1 23 BR V I. 298-299, 3 1 4-3 I 5:  Legrand 1 894 (I 7th-II). 458-459. 
1 24 KapµipTJ 1 949. 7 1 ,  8 1 ;  Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 728. 
125 BR V I. 3 1 9. 
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apxP/� TOV mJ:n:a Jtvripp1f<11�), printed in Greek at Jassy, i n  1 68z126• On the other 
hand, simultaneously to the edition of the patristic collection Mărgăritare (Pearls) 
was also prepared the translation into Romanian of the Confession of Faith 
attributed to Saint Peter Mogila, after the edition of Amsterdam ( 1 666), which also 
included a Preface signed by Patriarch Nectarius, of November 20, 1 662. My 
opinion is that the Greceanu brothers refer to the latter text of Patriarch Nectarius, 
since there is no indication, during the same period, of any translation in Romanian 
of this Patriarch's work printed earlier in Jass/27 • 

The two translators announce, in the same first Preface, that they also want to 
finish translating and printing other works, as well, for the benefit of community128, 
which we shall see below. However, if we follow the activity of the princely 
printing press of Bucharest, there appears, in 1 690, to be shared for free to the 
Orthodox, a Manual against the Papists ' Schism ('ErxeipiJwv Kara wv Exi<lµaw� 
rwv Ila1Cunwv), written by Hieromonk Maximus the Pelo�onnesian129, a disciple of 
Meletios Pegas, Patriarch of Alexandria130. In the Preface 3 1  of the book, addressed 
to the Orthodox readers, it is affinned that many have wanted to preveni the 
printing of the Manual, because it tells the naked and clear truth, but finally truth 
has prevailed, and the reigning Prince has deemed it right [to have it printed] and 
the respective booklet has been printed in memory of the wise, on the one hand, 
and, on the other hand, to teach and support al/ the Orthodox132• The Manual 
included the Orthodox teaching regarding the Roman-Catholic innovations on 
Papal primacy, on the procession of the Holy Spirit, on unleavened bread, on the 
transformation, namely on the trans-substantiation of the Holy Mysteries, in other 
words, of the Precious Gifts into the Body and Blood of our Saviour Jesus Christ, 
on the purifying fire or Purgatory, on the Joy of the Just, namely if they have 

. d h . 1 33 rece1ve t e promise . 
The exhortation to printing had been given by Patriarch Dositheos, who must 

have been as well the author of the Preface, while through this polemic treaty, an 
answer was being given to the activity of propagation of the Rornan-Catholic 
doctrine by different rneans1 34, one of them being the printing of books spread by 
the Congregationfor Propaganda ofthe Faith (Congregatio de Propaganda Fide) 
arnong the Orthodox of the Ottoman Empire 135 • At the sarne tirne, it has been stated 

126 BRV I, 25 1 ;  Legrand 1 894 ( 17th-II), 401 ;  T�tpcilCTJ 1966, 396; Croitoru 2012  (6), 727, note 1 8 1 .  
1 27 Croitoru 201 2  (6), 727-728, note 1 8 1 .  
128 BRV l, 3 19. 
129 BRV I, 297-298; BRV IV, 207; Legrand 1 894 ( I  7th-II), 475; Bădără 1 998, 66. 
1 30 BRV I, 297; Legrand 1 894 ( 17th-II), 475; Bădără 1 998, 66. 
1 3 1  For the whole text of this Preface in Greek, dated January 1 690, see Legrand 1 894 ( I  71h-II), 

476-478; for an old translation in Romanian ofthe respective Preface see BRV I, 370--372. 
1 32 BRV I, 298. 
133 BRV I. 298; Legrand 1 894 ( 1 7th-II), 478. 
1 34 Legrand 1 894 ( l  7th-ll). 4 76-4 77. 
135 lt ought to be signalled that Congregatio de Propagande Fide took the initiative of creating 

a printing press of its own ( 1 622), where, during the period 1 628-1 677. 45 books were printed. in 
Latin and Greek (classical and vulgar). Out of them, 37 were addressed especially to the Orthodox, 
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that this book was also an answer given to the Archbishop of Iconium, John 
Matthew Caryophilles (loannis Mattheos Caryophyllios), considered one of the 
most aggressive supporters of the Roman-Catholic propaganda by the book, severa! 
anti-Orthodox works being attributed to him in the epoch, among which Counter
Statement to Nilus of Thessalonica on Papal Primacy (.J1.wipp17u1c; '!Cpoc; Neuov rov 
6euuaJ.oviK17c; '!Cepi 'rije; <i.pxijc; rov mbra) or Confutatio Nili Thessalonicensis de 
Primatu Papae, printed in Paris, in 1 626136• The printing of this book was 
correlated as well to the statement of defence against the Roman-Catholic 
propaganda in Transylvania, supported by the Court of Vienna, but also against the 
similar one in Little Russia, carried on with the help of Poland. In this context, the 
book became widely known and got to be translated in Russian and Romanian, 
whereas the Greek edition was very hard to find at the beginning of the l 8th 
century. For instance, in 1 7 1 4, Alexander Helladius declares it rarer than the white 
raven137• The translation into Russian was realized by Theodor Polikarpov (ţ 
1 73 1 ), a disciple of the brothers Ioannikios (John) and Sophronius (Spyridon) 
L 

. 
h d "  138 d d" . d . . 139 e1c ou 1s , an was 1ssemmate m manuscript . 

The translation into Romanian of the work of Hieromonk Maximus the 
Peloponnesian was impressed in the princely printing press of Snagov Monastery, 
in 1 699140• For editorial reasons, the title of the book was replaced by a suggestive 
one: Carte sau Lumină, cu dreapte Dovediri din Dogmele Besearicii Răsăritului, 
asupra dejghinării Papistaşilor, descoperită şi aşezată de prea învă/atul 
Ieromonah Maxim Peloponiseanul (Book or Light, with right Demonstrations taken 
from the Dogmas of the Church of the East, on the Discord of the Papalists, 
discovered and arranged by the very erudite Hieromonk Maximus the 
Peloponnesian)14 1 • It is mentioned, on the title page, that the work was printed on 
the order and at the sole expense of Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, during the 
archipastorate of Metropolitan Theodosius, its printer being Hieromonk Anthimus 
the lberian, in order to be given as a gift to the Orthodox believers142• 

most of them having a catechetical, dogmatic and apologetic content. In this context, many of the 
books printed in Greek, both in Wallachia and in Moldavia, represented the answer of the Orthodoxy 
to the wave of books in Greek that the Congregation was spreading among the Orthodox of the 
Ottoman Empire. Under the pretext of culturalization, the aim of the Congregation was, in fact, to 
disseminate the Roman-Catholic propaganda in the Balkan Peninsula and in the East, so as to attract 
as many Orthodox Christians as possible to the union with Rome. Using a series of Greek scholars 
who had received tuition at the Greek College Saint Athanasius of Rome, the Congregation would 
send them to ditferent regions of the Eastem Christianity, arming them with the respective books, 
while some of them got to be infiltrated in the hierarchy of the local Orthodox Churches, with the 
evident intention of triggering from inside the Orthodoxy a movement favourable to the union with 
Rome (Podskalsky 2005, 102: Papacostea-Danielopolu-Demeny 1985, 1 57-16 1 :  Papacostea 1 983, 26 1 ). 

1 36 Papacostea-Danielopolu-Demeny 1985, 1 6 1 ;  Legrand 1 894 ( 1 7th--I), 2 16. 
137 Bădără 1 998, 66; Legrand 1 894 ( l  7th-II), 475. 
138 Turdeanu 1 985, 309. 
139 Turdeanu 1 985, 309-3 1 O. 
140 BR V I. 3 70; BRV IV, 2 1  O; Bădără 1 998, 77. 
1 4 1 BR V I. 370. 
142 BR V I. 370. 
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Going back to tbe activity of tbe princely printing press of Bucbarest, tbe 
series of books of teacbing in Greek is concluded by Sevastos Kyminitis' work 
( l  630/1 632-1 702) Dogmatic Teaching of the Ali Holy Eastern and Universal 
Church (L1oyµartKi/ ou50DKalia rfi� ay1wr6:r17� avaWAlKfi� Kai KaBOAlKij� 
'EKK},17uia�), printed in I 703 143• The author, to wbom one more book in Greek bad 
been printed at tbe princely printing gress of Snagov Monastery, in tbe year 1 70 l ,  
entitled Eortologhion ('EoproJ.6yzov) 44, bad been a director and a professor of tbe 
Princely Academy in Bucharest ( 1 689/ 1 693-1 702)145 • 

Considered during bis epocb the mast faithful keeper of the philosophical 
(according to Theophilos Corydalleus) and theological Tradition (in conformift 
witb Dositheos, Patriarch of Jerusalem) of the Orthodox Church of those times14 , 
Kyminitis presents in bis last book, printed post-mortem, three aspects of the 
Orthodox teaching conceming: l )  when the Holy Gifis are transformed into 
Christ 's Body and Blood; 2) that the Theotokos was submitted to the ancestral sin; 
3) that the meridai, namely crumbs or portions, are not transformed info Christ 's 
Body and Blood147• In this way, he toucbed upon some points of faitb of botb tbe 
Roman-Catbolic doctrine, namely tbe moment of the transformation, the 
immaculate conception (immaculata conceptio) of the Lord's  Mother, whicb later 
became a dogma of the Roman-Catbolic Churcb ( 1 854), and of the Calvinist 
doctrine, sucb as the real presence of Jesus Christ in the Divine Eucbarist, tbe 
honouring due to tbe Motber of tbe Lord148• lt ought to be specified that tbe 
Dogmatic Teaching of the Ali Holy Eastern and Universal Church was printed in 
two editions, one dedicated to Dositheos, Patriarch of Jerusalem, and another 
dedicated to Peter the Great, the Russian Tsar, at the expense of Postelnic 
(Chamberlain) George Kastriotis (t I 7 I 6), a Greek diplomatist at the Court of 
Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, in order to be given as a gift to the Orthodox 
believers149• Tbe book was printed by Hieromonk Anthimus the lberian, and the 
arrangement and correction of the text is attributed to the scholar John of Epbesus150 . 

In 1 69 1 ,  it îs printed in Buzău, in tbe new princely printing press, set up by 
Hierarch Mitrofan, formerly Bishop of Huşi ( 1 682-1 686) and new Bishop of 
Buzău ( 1 69 1-1 702), being tbe one who bad taken care of the printing of the books 
în Bucbarest, Pravoslavnica Mărturisire (Orthodox Confession), wbich was the 
translation from Greek into Romanian of the Confession of Orthodox Faith 
approved at the Synod of Jassy ( 1 642) 1 5 1 • 

143 BRV I, 450--45 1 ;  Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 18th-I), 25. 
144 BRV I, 4 1 6-4 19;  Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 18th-I), 9; Bădără 1998, 77. 
145 Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 744, note 308. 
146 Podskalsky 2005, 345. 
147 BRV I, 450; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I), 25. 
148 Podskalsky 2005. 347, 349-350; Croitoru 2012 (6), 744-745. 
149 BRV I. 450--45 1 ;  Legrand 1 9 1 8  (1 8th-I). 25; Bădără 1 998, 67. 
1 50 BRV I. 450--45 1 ;  Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I). 25. On the scholar John of Ephesus. who became a 

professor at the Princely Academy of Jassy, see Bădără 1 998, 1 68. 
1 5 1 BR V I. 321 . 
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The translation and printing of this Confession in Romanian was part of the 
editorial plan of Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, announced by the brothers Radu 
and Şerban Greceanu in the first Preface of the collection Mărgăritare (Pearls) 152, 
which we have mentioned above. Actually, this thing is also reminded by the 
translator of the text of the Confession of Orthodox Faith, the Logothete Radu 
Greceanu, in the first Preface (Prefaţă or Predoslovie) of the book, signed by him 
and addressed to the reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu153, who had also 
entrusted to him the printing of his translation, in quality of ispravnic154• ln this 
Preface, Radu Greceanu characterizes the Confession as being a canon and a 
straightener by which the divine and apostolica/ dogmas of the Church of the East 
are known and straightened, without which no true Christian . . .  can do something 
holy or some great feat for the salva/ion of his sou/155 • Then, Radu Greceanu shows 
that Saint Peter Mogila drew up the respective Confession, without specifying any 
further details, to fight against many tares and heresies, sown among the Russian 
Christians by those who hate the truth and want others a/so astray as 
themselves1 56• To reinforce the authority ofthe text, Radu Greceanu emphasizes the 
fact that the Confession was proven true and confirrned by the test and decision of 
four Patriarchs, of Constantinople, of Alexandria, of Antioch and of Jerusalem, 
and of many Hierarchs and clerics of the Great Church of Constantinople1 57 • In 
this point, the translator is directly referring to the Synod of Constantinople, of 
March 1643, when the Orthodox Confession of Saint Peter Mogila was 
approved158. Radu Greceanu adds one more detail, regarding the authority of the 
Confession and the decision of the Synod of Constantinople, affirming that 
similarly the book of Nectarius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, confesses and proves it 
true, al/ these being in the Greek book159• We shall remind that the brothers Radu 
and Şerban Greceanu had referred to Patriarch Nectarius in the first Preface of the 
patristic collection Mărgăritare (Pearls)160, and above we have mentioned that this 
Greek book of the respective Patriarch was not Counter-Statement against Papal 
Primacy (Ihpi rije; apxfic; TOV 'lrCJ.1ca Âvripp11a1c;), printed in Jassy, in the year 1 682, 
as there is no information about any translation of this book in the respective 
epoch, but the Book or Letter of the Patriarch of November 20, 1 662, printed as 
Preface in the edition of the Orthodox Confession of Amsterdam161 of the year 

1 52 BRV I, 3 19. 
1 53 BRV I, 322. 
1 54 BRV I  32 1 
1 55 BRV 1: 322.:_323. 
1 56 BRV I 323 
1 57 BR V I'. 323: 
1 58 Croitoru 201 2 (6), 73 1 , note 209; see also Croitoru 20 1 2 ( 1 1  ), 572-573. 
1 59 BR V I, 323. 
160 BR V I. 3 1 9. 
16 1  Croitoru 20 1 2 ( 1 1  ), 575. 
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1 666162, after which the 1 69 1  translation was actually made, edition that contained 
the respective Preface and the act of the Synod ofthe year 1643 163 . 

lt ought to be added that Radu Greceanu comes with one more detail 
regarding the translation of the Confession, namely, that he had had not just the 
help of his brother Şerban, but also that of Senechal Constantine Cantacuzino164. In 
fact, the Senechal was part of the group of translators of liturgica!, biblica! and 
theological books, being known in his epoch not just for his erudition, but also as 
one of the promoters of the printing in Wallachia of certain polemica/ books 
opposed to the Roman-Catholic doctrine and the Protestant innovations, and a 
co/laborator for other books165 • After having highlighted the authority of 
Pravoslavnica Mărturisire (Orthodox Confession), printed by Bishop Mitrofan on 
the order and al the expense of Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu166, Radu Greceanu 
affllTlls, in the Preface to the Orthodox Reader (Prefaţa căiră cetitorful pravoslavnic), 
being the second Preface of the book also signed by him, that the greatest, the best 
and the most useful thing for man is salvation, which represents the aim and the top 
of al/ the good things, of al/ the miracles, of al/ the mysteries, and his exhortation is 
that each Christian ought to read it severa/ times, because only in this way he will 
be able to know and be aware of the trodden path of the Orthodox faith and of the 
al/ holy and true Eastern Church, leading to eterna/ life161• 

The series of the books of teaching is concluded in the printing press of the 
Episcopate of Buzău, if we refer only to the reign of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu, 
by the printing, in 1 702, thanks to the efforts of the same typographer Mitrofan, of 
a brochure in the languages Slavonic and Romanian168, under the title: Îf!văţătură 
preo/ilor pe scurt. De şapte Taine ale Besearicii, cu dreapte dovediri den Pravila 
Sfinfilor Părinti (Brie/ Teachingfor the Priests. On the Seven Holy Mysteries of the 
Church, with right Demonstrations taken from the Rufe of the Holy Fathers)169. 
Metropolitan Theodosius, on [ whose] order and at [ whose] sole expense the 
respective book had been printed170, in two editions, one for Wallachia, and another 
one for Moldavia, the name of Theodosius being replaced by that of Antonius, 
Archbishop and Metropolitan of the entire Moldavia11 , draws the attention, in the 
Preface to the Priests (Predoslovia către preof i), that he has found some things that 
go against the apostolica/ teachings and the mysteries of the Holy Church: 

162 Not in 1 667 or 1 668, as it has been wrongly claimed. On the correction of this error, see 
Croitoru 20 12  ( 1 1 ), 575, note 97. 

163 Croitoru 20 12  ( 6), 73 1 ,  note 2 1  O. 
164 BRV l  328 
161 See C;oito;u 20 12  (7), 422-424. 
166 BR V l  323 
167 BR V 1'. 323�324. 
168 Bădără 1 998, 73. 
169 BRV I. 433 .  
170 BRV l, 433 .  
1 7 1 BR V I. 539; BRV lV, 2 1 5-2 16; Bădără 1 998, 73. 
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especially related to the Holy Baptism, the Holy Communion and the Great Myron, 
namely the Chrismation. These breaches, which the Metropolitan wanted in every 
way to puii out and to unroot, were the consequence of both the priests' ignorance, 
and of those hostile to the Church, in other words, the influences of the Western 
propagandas1 72, and to come up against the respective situations, these teachings 
had been printed for the priests, taking advice from the Holy Scriptures and the 
Rufe of the Holy Fathers on the Seven Mysteries ordained and ordered by Chris/ 
our Lord Himsel/ 73• Conceming the author of this brochure, the opinions are 
divided, some attributing it to Metropolitan Theodosius, and others to B ishop 
Mitro fan himself 74. 

The polemics created by the Western propagandas managed to divide into 
camps even the supporters of the Orthodoxy, as it happened with the dispute 
between the Great Logothete John Caryophilles ( c. I 6 I (}-1 692) and the Patriarch 
Dositheos of Jerusalem, concerning, especially, the acceptance or not of the use of 
the term trans-substantiation (Romanian: transsubstan{iere; Greek: µE:Tovaiwcm;) 
in the Orthodox teaching, as Patriarch Dositheos had done in his Confession ( 1672, 
Jerusalem). Following the disputes emerged in Constantinople and the condemnation 
of his Notebooks, at a Synod summoned ad-hoc by the Ecumenica! Patriarch in 
1 69 1  (Constantinople ), Caryophilles is forced to go into exile and takes refuge in 
Wallachia, where he arrives at the beginning of the year 1 692. He is received with 
great honours by Stolnic (Senechal) Constantine Cantacuzino and Prince Constantine 
Brâncoveanu, and also by Metropolitan Theodosius, who will accommodate him at 
Radu-Vodă Monastery in Bucharest. The Metropolitan was grateful to him, because he 
had received the help of Caryophilles, in 1 679, when he returned to the 
Metropolitan throne, after having been deposed in the year I 672, following the 
pol itica! fights between the boyar parties, respectively that of the Cantacuzinos, 
whose partisan he was, and that of the Băleanu family. Caryophilles was highly 
regarded by Saint Anthimus the Iberian, at that time Hieromonk, despite the 
friendship that connected all those mentioned to Patriarch Dositheos of 
Jerusalem175 . It has been affirmed that, during the debates, there were also violent 
discussions between Patriarch Dositheos and Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, 
when the Iatter intervened in favour of John Caryophilles, on which occasion the 
Patriarch would have reproached the ruler, according to some historians, precisely 
during a sermon that he uttered in Bucharest, during the second part of the year 
1 692, the following: the ecclesiastical laws have noi been estab/ished on the 
Wallachian Mountains, nor by the Wal/achian rulers, but in Constantinople and by 
emperors and synods; therefore, if Caryophilles has something to say, let us go 

1 72 Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 732. 
1 73 BRV I. 434-435. 
1 7 4  Croitoru 2012 (6), 73 1 ,  note 2 1 2. 
175 In fact. the conflict between the Great Logothete John Caryophilles and Patriarch Dositheos 

goes through severa) stages. to which one can also add severa) reasons. For all these, see Croitoru 
20 1 2  ( 1 2). 752-783: Croitoru 20 1 4, 20 1-232. 
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together to Constantinople and let him speak. And this is how he reduced Basarab, 
namely Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, to si/ence176• 

These contradictory discussions did not ruin the friendship relations existing 
between the reigning Prince and the Patriarch, on the one hand, and, on the other 
hand, they denote the fact that the ruler was aware of the disputes and the intrigues 
of Constantinople. For this reason, Caryophilles was not regarded as a heretic in 
Bucharest, and Senechal Constantine Cantacuzino asks him to provide answers, in 
writing, to severa) questions regarding some controversial points of faith, such as 
the divine providence, predestination, the role of good deeds, free will (liberum 
arbitrium) etc. Caryophilles gave answers to the questions asked by Cantacuzino, 
yet they remained in manuscript177• Patriarch Dositheos, finding out about the 
writing of Caryophilles, prints a Manual at Cetăţuia Monastery, near Jassy, in 
1 694, two years after the death of the Great Logothete. The aim of this work, 
entitled Manual against John Caryophilles ('Erxe1piJ10v Kara 1w0.vvov wv 
Kapvorp6)J.ov)1 78, was to fight against the writings and teachings of John 
Caryophilles, especially those he had written on the Divine Eucharist. At the end of 
the book, Patriarch Dositheos also added the Synodal Tomos of 1 69 1  against the 
manuscript Notebooks (Caiete) and the heresy of Caryophilles, signed by 
Callinicus II, Patriarch of Constantinople, and by himself1 79• 

The reaction in Bucharest was that, at the exhortation of Prince Constantine 
Brâncoveanu and of Senechal Constantine Cantacuzino, Saint Anthimus the lberian 
printed in the princely printing press of Snagov Monastery, whose Starets he was 
( 1 694-1 704 ), the manuscript work of John Caryofohilles, corrected and reviewed, 
on his request, by the scholar Sevastos Kyminitis 1 0. Thus, the work appears in the 
year 1 697, as a posthumous work of Caryophilles dedicated to Prince Constantine 
Brâncoveanu, bearing the title Manual 011 severa/ questions and solutions, or on 
the examination and confirma/ion of severa! necessary dogmas of the Church 
('EyxezpfJzov 7r:E:pf TlVWV anoplWV Kai Â.VCTE:WV, Î/ 7r:E:pi i�mJ.crt:wc; Kai imfit:fiazdJcrewc; 
avayKafwv TlVWV rfic; 'EKK},Y/crfac; JoyµaTWV) I S I .  

The work appears under a catechetic form, as questions and answers, 
including, after the title page, a first Prologue of Saint Anthimus the lberian to the 
reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, followed by another Prologue to the 
Readers. As far as the second Prologue is concemed, we have shown in a recent 
study that it also belongs to Saint Anthimus the lberian182• The writing of 

1 76 Croitoru 20 1 2  ( 1 2), 764. 
177 Croitoru 20 1 2  ( 1 2), 764; Croitoru 20 14, 2 19-220. 
1 78 BRV I, 337-338; Legrand 1 895 ( 1 7th-III), 3(}...37; Bădără 1 998, 90. 
1 79 Legrand 1 895 ( 1 7th-III), 37; Croitoru 2012 ( 1 2), 765. 
1 8° Croitoru 20 1 2  ( 1 2), 765-766. 
1 8 1  BRV I. 349-350; Legrand 1 895 (I  7th -III), 45; Bădără 1 998, 76: for the analysis of the 

content ofthis book, see Croitoru 20 1 2  ( 1 2), 767-770. 
1 82 Croitoru 20 14. 22 1-222; for a new translation of the first Prologue, and for the unpublished 

translation of the second Prologue. roade by the author of this study. see the Annexes I and 2 in 
Croitoru 2014. 227-232. 
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Caryophilles, representing, in a first stage, the fruit of the collaboration between 
himself and Senechal Constantine Cantacuzino, then, in the second staşe, of that 
between Professor Sevastos Kyminitis and Saint Anthimus the lberian 83, stirred 
quite a lot of interest, being used as teaching material in the Princely Academy of 
Bucharest184, while, at the beginning of the l 8th century, it was translated into 
Romanian, under the title: Questions of the famous gentleman Constantine 
Cantacuzino, brother of the late Şerban Vodă Cant[acuzino], . . .  and answers . . .  of 
the among teachers scholar and discourse giver John Caryophil/es, the Great 
Logothete of the Holy and Great Church of the See of Constantinople . . .  , which 
were translated from Greek into Romanian al the exhortation of Father Fior, 
teacher of Slavonic [and] hartojilax (Întrebări ale blagorodnicului dumnealui pan 
Constandin Cantacozino, fratele răposatului Şărban Vodă Cant[acozino], . . .  şi 
răspunsuri . . .  ale celui dintre dascali învăţat şi cuvântător Ioan Careofil, marele 
logofăt al sfintei şi marei Beserici a scaunului Ţarigradului . . . , care s-au tălmăcit 
de pre limba elinească f!sre limba românească prin îndemnarea popei Fior, dasca/ 
slov[enesc] hartofi/ax)1 5 . 

In 1 699, the third edition in Greek of the Orthodox Confession ( 'Op()6Jo�oc; 
'Opo},oyia) of Saint Peter Moşila appears, being printed in the princely printing 
press of Snagov Monastery18 • The first edition had been printed in 1 666, in 
Amsterdam, on the initiative of the Great Dragoman Panagiotis Nikousios ( 1 603-
1 672), in Greek. The second edition, in Greek and Latin, appeared in 1 695, in 
Leipzig, by the care of the Swedish Protestant L. Norrnann 187• 

The edition of the Orthodox Confession of Snagov, entitled the Orthodox 
Confession of the Faith of the Universal and Apostolica/ Church of the East 
( Vp()6Jo�oc; 'Opo},oyia rije; fliawwc; rije; KaBo21Kijc; Kai Â.7roaro2zKijc; 'EKKh/aiac; rije; 
A.varol.ijc;}188, reproduced the edition of Amsterdam, being, however, the first in the 
Orthodox world1 89, appearing by the printing work of Saint Anthimus the lberian, 
who was calling himself, out of humility, the least of the hieromonks, although he 
was Starets of Snagov Monastery, the text being arranged and reviewed by 
Panagiotis of Sin6pe, a locality in the area of Pontus Euxinus (the Black Sea). The 
book appeared on the exhortation and at the expense of Prince Constantine 
Brâncoveanu, in order to be sharedfor free to the Christian multitudes190• A major 
role in the printing of the book also went to Dositheos, Patriarch of Jerusalem, his 
aim being to face the Protestant and Roman-Catholic or Latin propaganda, as it 
results from his two letters, which accompany the text of the Confession as 

1 83 Croitoru 20 1 4, 222-223. 
1 84 Vergatti 20 1 4  ( I ), 49, 5 1 ;  see also Vergatti 20 14  (2), 72-74; Croitoru 201 4, 222. 
1 85 For bibl iographic references regarding the Romanian translation of this Manual, preserved 

in severa! manuscripts, see Croitoru 20 12  ( 1 2), 770-77 1 ,  note 148. 
1 86 BRV 1, 378-379; BRV IV, 2 1 1 ;  Legrand 1 895 ( I  7th--III), 6 1-62; Bădără 1 998, 77. 
187 Croitoru 20 12  ( 1 1 ), 575. 
1 88 BR V I. 378; Legrand 1 895 ( I  7th--III). 6 1 .  
1 89 Croitoru 20 12  ( 1 1  ), 575. 
190 BRV I, 378-379, 385, 389; Legrand 1 895 ( 17th--III). 6 1-62, 74. 
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Prefaces, the first to the reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu (February, 
1 699)19 1 , and the second to the Orthodox readers (January, 1 699) 192• 

The text of the Orthodox Confession, written in vulgar Greek, was printed in 
one volume with an Jntroductory Presentation on the Three Cardinal Virtues, 
Faith, Hope and Love (Eiaaywy1Ki] 'EKBtau; ntpi rwv Tp1wv Mryiarwv Aperwv 
Iliartw<;, 'EA.niJo<; Kai AyO.n17<;), written in classical Greek and attributed to 
Hieromonk Vissarion Makres ( 1635-1699) of Ioannina (Greece)193 • The importance of 
this writing is shown by Patriarch Dositheos himself at the end of the Preface to 
the Orthodox readers, where he affirms that he has sent the work of Vissarion to 
the reigning Prince because noi just by its arrangement, but a/so by its division and 
meanings it has great resemblance with the Orthodox Confession, and the reigning 
Prin ce, taking it in his hands. . .  decid ed to have it print ed together with the 
Orthodox Confession, so that the two works may be in one volume; namely to be 
read, one as the Orthodox Confession of the holy and apostolica/, universal 
Church of Chris!, being rufe and canon of the Orthodox faith, and the other as 
interpretation andformulation of an Orthodox teacher194• To reinforce even more 
the fight of defence of the Orthodox believers from the Protestant propaganda, 
Patriarch Dositheos added, in the same volume, a text of Saint John of Damascus 
on the veneration of the holy icons, From Saint John of Damascus ' Book On /cons 
('EK rii<; wv Ayiov 1w0.vvov wv ilapaaK17vov Bif3/,ov Iltpi EiK6vwv)195 . 

The importance of the volume, containing three titles, and of the philanthropic, 
cultural and missionary work of Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu are signalled as 
well by the epigrams addressed to him and following after the title page: five 
signed by Sevastos Kyminitis Trapezuntios (of Trapezunt), one of Physician John 
Comnenus, three signed by students of the Princely Academy of Bucharest, and 
three more signed by students of two Schools of Ioannina196• 

To strenghten the Orthodox faith in front of the Western propagandas, 
especially of the Protestant one, another work printed in the princely printing press 
of Snagov Monastery, in 1 700, was Învă/ături creştineşti foarte de folos ( Very 
Useful Christian Teachings), with the blessing of Metropolitan Theodosius 197 • The 
book was the first printing of George Radovici, who had learnt the art of the 
printing press from Saint Anthimus the lberian, his spiritual father, as he himself 
confesses in Predoslovia către domnitorul Constantine Brâncoveanu (Preface to 
the reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu), to whom he alsa dedicates this 

19 1 See Legrand 1 895 ( I  7th-III), 66--68. 
192 See BRV i, 381-385 (Greek text), 385--389 (Romanian text); Legrand 1 895 ( I  7th-III), 68--75. 
193 BRV i, 378--379; Legrand 1 895 ( 1 7th-III), 6 1 ;  Bădără 1 998, 77; Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 733-734; 

on Vissarion Makres see lcă sr. 20 14, 1 74-1 77. 
l"4 BRV l, 385, 389; Legrand 1 895 ( 1 7th-III}, 75. 
195 Dură 1 977, 250; Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 736. 
196 BRV I. 379-38 1 ;  Legrand 1 895 ( 1 7th-III). 62--65. On the interpretation of some of these 

epigrams and a new translation, see Croitoru 20 1 5, 99--1 22. 
1 97 BR V l, 390, 538; BRV 1V, 2 1 3 ;  Bădără 1 998, 77. 
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work198• Radovici praises the Prince for his concern especially for the Church 
needs and the adornment of politics and the things that include the divine 
knowledge of the Orthodox teachings and the acquisition ofthe good deeds, which 
absolutely includes the printing press as well199• In the same Predoslovie (Preface), 
Radovici reveals that the work he îs printing is a translation from Greek into 
Romanian, done by Hieromonk Philotheos Svetagoreţul or the Athonite200. 
Translator from Greek into Romanian also of the work Floarea darurilor (The 
Gifts ' Flower), printed by Saint Anthimus the lberian in Snagov, în 1 700201 , but 
a Iso of a Catavasier, printed in two editions (Târgovişte, 1 7 1 4  and 1 7 1 5)202, 
Hieromonk Filotheos was identified by the researchers as Filotei, sin Agăi Jipei 
(namely Filotheos, son of Aga Jipei), author of the first Romanian Manual of 
Psaltica/ Music, namely Psaltichia românească ( 1 7 1 3)2°3• 

Floarea darurilor (The Flower of Virtue) was a variant of Tommaso 
Gozzadini' s writing, Fiare di virtit, also known under the name of The Bee 
(Albinuşe I Albina), being a collection of maxims taken from the Holy Scripture, 
from certain patristic and ecclesial texts, as well as from different classical or 
medieval authors. This writing was appreciated în this epoch, and the hierarch and 
typographer Mitrofan also lefi a translation of it from Greek into Romanian, dane 
in the year 1 689 and kept în manuscript (The Library of the Romanian Academy, 
Romanian Manuscript 1 357)204. 

Radovici also draws the attention on the content of the book printed by him, 
affirrning, in the second Preface (Predoslovie) belonging to him and addressed to 
the readers, that it includes teachings, in brie/ and easy, which are understood 
without g_ains by everyone205 .  These teachings are grouped into 38  chapters 
(capete )2 6, with the recommandation to read a chapter each day207• 

The election of Saint Anthimus as Bishop of Râmnic ( 1 705-1 708) occured in 
the context of the intensification of the Roman-Catholic propaganda in the East, 
but also in Transylvania, where the Jesuits had managed, with support from the 
Court of Vienna, to break the unity, spiritual and of faith, of the Romanians of 
Ardeal (Transylvania) with those of Wallachia and Moldavia ( 1 70 1 )2°8• He takes 

198 BRV I  391  
199 BRV I'. 391 : 
200 BRV i, 39 1 .  
20 1 BRV i, 393. 
202 BRV IV, 4 1-42, 43; Bădără 1 998, 83, note 3 1 2. 
203 Croitoru 201 2  (6), 732, note 2 1 8. 
204 Croitoru 201 2  (2), 1 44-1 45, note 1 27. 
205 BRV i, 392. 
206 See BRV i, 392-393. 
207 BRV I. 392. 
208 The Uniate process goes through two stages: a) a first stage occured în the year 1 697, under 

the Transylvanian Metropol itan Teofil ( 1 692-1697). which stage, although unfinished, created a 
precedent: b) the second stage occured between the years 1698-170 I ,  under Metropol itan Athanasius 
Anghel, see Mărculeţ-Bucur 20 14, 9-45. 
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the place, in Râmnic, of Bishop Ilarion ( 1 693-1 705, t 1 7 1 2), deposed from the 
episcopal see during a synod led by Patriarch Dositheos himself (March 1 705), 
under the accusation of philo-Catholic inclinations (he had allowed the Roman
Catholics to have a church built in Râmnic and to burry their dead in the cemetery 
of the Episcopate}2°9• By his designation at Râmnic and the printing press set up by 
him in this Episcopate, Saint Anthimus the lberian continued two aspects of the 
editorial programme promoted by Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, more exactly, 
supporting the Orthodoxy and defending the position of introduction of the 
Romanian language in the worship2 10• By both of these aspects it was, in fact, 
pursued to reinforce the Orthodoxy, namely by books of teaching and by the 
messages of the liturgica! texts21 1 • Actually, the printing press of Râmnic will 
become in the l 8th century an important center defending the Orthodoxy, by 
means of the book, from the Roman-Catholic propaganda in Transylvania212• 

The series of teaching books was opened in Râmnic by the printing of the 
large book Tome of Joy (T6µ0<; xapac;), in 1 70521 3, which completed the trilogy in 
Greek of the works Tome of Reconciliation (T6ţwc; Ko.raJJ,aJ,o.yfic;, Iaşi-Cetăţuia, 
1 692-1 694/14 and Tome of Love on the Latins, namely the Roman-Catholics 
(T6µoc; âya1r1'/c; Ko.ra Ao.rivwv, Iaşi-Cetăţuia, 1 698)2 1 5, published after the collection 
and selection of many Greek writings, dane by Patriarch Dositheos of Jerusalem, 
with the obvious aim of defending the Orthodoxy in the context of the development 
of the W estem propagandas. 

The Tome of Joy, printed in two editions or, at least, in two press runs216, 
comprised the following works against the Roman-Catholics: The Epistles of 
Photios, the Al/ Holy Patriarch of Constantinople (Ai 'Emaw},o.i <Pwriov roii 
ây1wrarov Ilo.rp1apxov Kwvaravr1vomr6A.ewc;)2 1 1 ; The B'h Holy and Ecumenica/ 

209 Păcurariu 1994 (II), 1 65. While some historians affirm that Bishop I larion was defrocked 
[Păcurariu 1994 (II), 1 65], others believe that he was only removed from the episcopal see and becarne 
head of the Snagov Monastery, maintaining his rank of bishop, see Bădără 1 998, 79; Ştrempel 1972, 
422, note 35; Şerbănescu 1 956, 727 and note 1 74. 

210 Bădără 1 998, 79. 
2 1 1  lt seems that the whole printing activity, regarding the liturgica( books în Romanian, had 

been concentrated for a while în Râmnic, which explains the fact that the princely printing press of 
Buzău, since the year 1 702 under the leadership of Bishop Damascene the Teacher, will run out of 
orders starting with the year 1 704 or 1 706 (Bădără 1 998, 73-74, 80). 

2 1 2  See Molin 1 960, 458-47 1 ;  Teodorescu 20 1 0, 257-260; Popescu 20 1 4, 279-29 1 .  
2 1 3  BRV I, 463; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 18th-I). 43. 
2 1 4  BRV I, 338; Legrand 1 895 ( 17th-III), 28. 
2 1 5  BRV I, 369; Legrand 1 895 ( 17th-III), 54. 
2 16 The first press run contains 5 epigrarns addressed to Ruler Constantine Brâncoveanu and 

signed by students of the Princely Academy of Bucharest, while the second press run. with some 
modifications în the title, contains the specification that the volume was printed under the supervision 
and with the corrections of Mitrofan Grigoras of Dodona, and the replacement of the 5 epigrams by 2 
of the same Mitrofan, hieromonk and master typographer. one addressed to Ruler Constantine 
Brâncoveanu. and another to Patriarch Dositheos (BRV I. 464: Bădără 1998. 80). 

21 7 Saint Photios the Great was Patriarch of Constantinople during the periods 858-867 and 
877-886. 
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Synod. Some Notes to this Holy Synod ('H Jl.yia Kai OiKovµt:v1K1/ dyJ611 l:vvoJoc;, 
1:17µwfJat:1c; nvi:c; de; mvn7v r1/v Jl.yiav l:vvoJov)2 1 8; The Counter-Statements against 
the Primacy of the Pape of Rome by Jatrophilosopher Nicholas (TO. Avr1pp17r1Ka 
Kara rftc; apxftc; wv IIO.mr:a r1/c; 'Pwµ11c;, N1K0Ab.ov 1arporp1),0<J6<fJOV )2 19; Discourse 
against the Pape 's Prirnacy, by Meletius of Alexandria (A6yoc; Mdcriov 
.i4.2â;avJpdac; Kara rftc; apxftc; wv 1Jb.7r7Ca)220; Dialogue of an Ecclesiarch Monk 
with Another Monk against the Latins (L11w,oyoc; 1t:poµv�µovoc; µovaxov µcra nvoc; 
i:ri:pov Movaxov Kara Aarivwv)221 • In the long Preface accompant' ing the volume, 
Patriarch Dositheos, at whose expense and care it was printed22 , speaks, among 
others, about the phenomenon of the Uniate Churches, including direct references 
to the situation of Transylvania: at Beciu, narnely Vienna, where one can .(Ind the 
throne of the ernperor of Germany, there is a Cardinal ca/led Kollonitsis 23, who 
wrote from Vienna that the Serbians and the Wallachians and the Rornans224, 
wherever they are in Hungary and Erdelia225 and Serbia and Horvatia226 should 
read the Symbol of Faith with addition221, should receive the azymes, should 
confess the Purgatory and should proclaim the Pape of Rome as infallible and 
almighty shepherd of the whole Church228. Therefore, Patriarch Dositheos, calling 
Papism the separation /rom the true God, and Uniatism nothing but a pact with the 
devi/229, was attacking the propaganda for union led by Rome, especially that 

2 18 This Synod was held in Constantinople, during the period 879-880, by the care of Saint 
Photius the Great, as Patriarch, and was joined as well by Pope John VIl l 's  delegates. At this Synod 
were annulled the anathemas imposed on Saint Photios by the Synod of 869-870 (Constantinople: at 
this synod it had been imposed the papal primacy on the Eastem Church), condemned the Filioque 
doctrine and rejected the papal primacy over all the Churches. Actually, the 879-880 Synod is 
regarded as a Synod that condamned papist heresies and is accepted as the 81h Ecumenica( Synod by 
some scholars. be they clerics or lay people, of the Greek world, see http://www.cuvantul
ortodox.ro/recomandari/20 14/02/ I I /ips-hierotheos-vlachos-despre-al-optu lea-sinod-ecumenic-8 79-
880-res}ii ngerea-primatul ui-papal-si-condamnarea-ereziei-filioque/ ( accessed, O 1 .09.20 1 5). 

19 Patriarch Dionysius speaks about him in his Preface, mentioning that his name is Nicholas 
Kerameus, native of Joannina, who arrived in Jassy, where he practiced medicine and was professor, I 
shall add, during the period of the years 1 65 1- 1672. The same Patriarch, indicating the year of 
Kerameus' death (t 1 672), highlights the context of the writing of the latter's work and the place 
where he was burried, namely the Monastery of the Holy Apostles, founded by Prince Duca Voivode, 
dedicated to the Holy Sepulchre, see BR V I, 465-466; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th--I), 44. 

220 The title actually refers to Meletius Pegas, Patriarch of Alexandria during the periods 1590-
1 600, 1 60 1 .  

22 1 BRV I 463 
222 BRV 1'. 463 : Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I), 43. 
223 The text refers to Cardinal Leopold Karl von Kollonitsch ( 1 63 1- 1 707), who. becoming 

Archbishop of the Roman-Catholic Archdiocese of Esztergom and Primate of Hungary, in 1 695. 
played an important role in the union of the Orthodox Metropolitanate of the Romanians of 
Transylvania with the Roman-Catholic Church. 

224 Jn other words, the Byzantine or the Orthodox, narnely the Greek. 
225 Ardeal or Transylvania. 
226 Croatia. 
227 Reference to the Filioque addition. 
228 BR V I. 464-465. 
229 BR V l, 464, 466. 
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undertaken by Cardinal Leopold Karl von Kollonitsch, while, through the printing 
of the volume in Râmnic, Saint Anthimus took care to also remove the influences 
ofthe Roman-Catholic faith, that Bishop Hilarion would have spread in those places230. 

Another aspect of the activity of Saint Anthimus the lberian at Râmnic was 
his preoccupation for the education of the clerics, especially regarding their 
sacerdotal activity and as spiritual guides for the people, by word of mouth and by 
written word. In this sense, he edited a brochure in Romanian, Învăţătură pre scurt 
pentru Taina Pocăinţei (Short Teaching on the Mystery of Repentance), printed in 
Râmnic, in 1 70523 1 . The work is divided into two parts: the first is addressed to the 
priests and the believers, while the second only to the confessor232 . 

Saint Anthimus the lberian was characterized by the same pastoral care after 
the departure from Râmnic and his election as Metropolitan of Wallachia ( 1 708-
1 7 1 6). Thus, in the printing press of Târgovişte, owned by Saint Anthimus233, 
George Radovici prints for him, in 1 7 1  O, the work Învăfătură bisericească la cele 
mai trebuincioase şi mai de folos pentru învă/ătura preo/ilor (Ecclesia/ Teaching 
about the Mast Necessary and the Mast Useful Things for the Education of the 
Priests)234. This writing of Saint Anthimus is roade up of three great parts: the first 
part includes fundamental elements of the Orthodox faith, useful both for the 
priests and for the believers; the second part contains exhortations and teachings on 
the Mystery of Repentance or Confession; the third Eart is a small treaty of Canon 
Law, related to the pastoral activity of the priests2 5 • Consequently, this work is 
characterized as a small Catechism, comprising in brie/ what ought to he 
necessarily known by a believer from the teaching of his Church236• The two 
brochures of Saint Anthimus the lberian, to which one can add Capete de poruncă 
la toată ceata bisericească ( Chapters of Commandments for al/ the ecclesial flock), 
printed in Târgovişte as well, in 1 7 1 4, but during the reigning Prince Ştefan 
Cantacuzino237, were given as a gift to the priests, with the order to be preserved as 
permanent guidelines (îndreptare permanente) in the ecclesial life238. 

The series of teaching books in Greek, but alsa of the books printed during 
the reign of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu, is concluded by the Ilo.vmcA.io. 
Joyµo.rzKtj (Dogmatic Panoply), printed in Târgovişte, in 1 7 1 0239. lt was the editio 

230 Boghiu 2005, 1 8; Papacostea-Danielopolu-Demeny 1 985, 1 69. 
23 1 Şerbănescu 1 956, 729; Bădără 1 998, 80; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( 1 3), 357. 
232 Ştrempel 1 997, 145-147; Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 742. See the text of this brochure reedited in 

Antim 1972, 347-36 1 .  
m Bădără 1 998, 8 1 .  
234 BRV i, 48 1 ,  548-550; Bădără 1998, 82. 
235 BRV I, 549-550; Ştrempel 1 997, 207-21 2; the text of the respective writing was reedited în 

Antim 1 972, 363-383. 
236 Şerbănescu 1 956, 739. 
237 BRV I, 492-493 ; this work, which could be structured în three parts, was reedited in Antim 

1972, 385-394. 
238 Croitoru 201 2  ( 1 3), 357; Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 742-743. 
239 BRV I, 482; BRV IV, 223 ; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( I  8th-I). 95; Bădără 1 998. 83. 
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princeps of this work in Greek, with certain omissions that we will see below, 
because before the year 1 7 1  O the Dogmatic Panoply had gone through different 
editions, whole or partial, but in Latin240• This book comprises, in brie/, what the 
blessed and God-bearing Fathers have written, put in order and in harmony 
according to the rejlection of Monk Euthymius Zigadenus or Zigadenos, on the 
exhortation of Emperor Alexios I Komnenos ( l 08 1-1 1 1 8), to overturn and break 
into pieces the unpious dogmas and teachings of the Godless heresy inventors. The 
printing was carried out by Saint Anthimus the lberian, while the arrangement and 
the correction ofthe text were assured by Hieromonk Mitrofan Grigorâs ofDodona24 1 • 

As far as the author's  name is concerned, in the specialized literature, a 
distinction is made between the two almost homonymous writers and scholars. The 
first lived during the time of the Emperor Basil II Bulgaroctonus (976-1 025) and 
Constantine VIII ( l 025-1028). The second lived during the time of the Emperor 
Alexios I Komnenos, known by the name of Euthymius Zigadenus or Zigabenus. 
He was a monk at Peribleptos Monastery and it has been stated that he was helped 
to draw up the Dogmatic Panoply by the scholar John Fournes242. 

The Dogmatic Panoply is divided into 25 titles, some of them having severa! 
chapters243, while the aim of the printing of this book was to illuminate the 
believers on certain older heresies, which could be found, under a new form, either 
in the Roman-Catholic innovations, such as the Filioque, a doctrine appropriated as 
well by the Protestants, or in the Protestant doctrines, which were rejecting points 
of the Orthodox Christian teaching on the Holy Trinity, as was the case of the Anti
Trinitarians, the veneration of the Saints and of the holy icons, the transformation 
of the Precious Gifts precisely into the Body and Blood of our Saviour Jesus 
Christ, the Holy Tradition etc.244 The editors from Wallachia were, however, 
careful to adapt the text to the needs of their epoch, and this can be noticed from 
the difference that exists between the text published in Patrologia Graeca, volume 
1 30, col. 9-1 362, and the editio princeps of Târgovişte. Thus, the respective editors 
shortened Euthymius Zigadenus' Prologue, mentioned 27 titles in the editio 
princeps, without keeping, however, the titles XIX and XX, which were against the 
Agnoets and against Origen. At the same time, they omitted, out of politica! 
reasons, due to the vicinity with the Porte, the last title (XXVIII) of the original 
text, which was against the Saracens or Muslims. In exchange, a text of Saint 
Photius the Great was added, Paratitle by Photios, Patriarch of Constantinople, 
from the Lefter to Michael, Hospodar of Bulgaria, on the Seven Ecumenica/ Synods 
(Ila.parrr),oc; <Pwriov, 7ra.rp16.pxov Kwwrwvr1vov7r6)..ewc;. iK rije; 7rpoc; M1x01/), rov 

240 Branişte 1958, 503. 507. 
24 1 BR V I. 482; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I). 95; Şerbănescu 1 956. 736: Croitoru 201 2  (6), 746. 
242 Branişte 1958. 501-503; Croitoru 20 1 2  (6). 746. note 330. 
241 For more details. see Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 747. 
244 Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 747. 
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6.pxovw. BovJ..yo.pio.c;; Emmo)Jic;; .,,;cpi rwv i:ma Obwvµcv1Kwv Evv6owv)245, also kept 
in Migne's Patrologia Graeca edition246. 

lt ought to be mentioned that the titles IX, XXIV and XXVII, which 
concerned the sects of the Manicheans, Paulicians and Bogomils, were topica! for 
the situation in Wallachia, where followers of the Bogomilism, arrived from 
Bulgaria, had settled. They gave birth to a popular l iterature which, although 
arrived among the Orthodox Romanians as well, finally did not leave on them any 
influence either from the literary perspective or the perspective of the content of 
their faith and the conception on the worship of the Church247. 

Therefore, the Dogmatic Panoply appeared in the epoch, by the fragments 
that the compiler had brought together from different Holy Fathers and Church 
writers (Dionysius the Areopagite, Evagrius Ponticus, Athanasius the Great, 
Gregory the Theologian, Basil the Great, Gregory of Nyssa, John Chrysostom, 
Maximus the Confessor, John of Damascus, Photius the Great etc.), as a small 
patristic encyclopaedia, drafted according to a well-conceived thematic design and 
meant to fight the phenomenon of heresies and sects in general, bringing with it, as 
the signatory of the first Prologue of the book noted, the antidotes against any 
heretical vanity248• He was Athanasius, Metropolitan of Dristra, at whose expense 
the editio princeps of the Dogmatic Panopl/49 had been printed, and, in his 
Prologue addressed to Saint Martyr Stephen Brâncoveanu ( 1 685-1 7 1 4  ), to whom 
he consecrated the respective edition, he was convinced that by the dogmas 
presented in the book, the believers were taking al! the arms of Goci15°, namely 
they were taking on that panoply or armour of the Holy Spirit against the enemies 
of faith25 1 . Actually, Euthymius Zigadenus was perceiving his work, in his 
Prologue to the Emperor Alexios I Komnenos, designed to be in the edition of 
Târgovişte the second Prologue of the Dogmatic Panoply, as a deposit of arms of 
the dogmas, ready for fight at any moment252 . For this reason, according to the 
same Metropolitan Athanasius, the Dogmatic Panoply was, in the context of his 
epoch, the phalanx fighting against the heretics, old and newer, because the 
Orthodox bel ievers, aware of the dogmas of faith and grouped around them, were 
able to fight against the grouping that was heretical and adversary to God253. 

245 Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 748. 
246 Branişte 1 958, 507. 509; Croitoru 20 1 2  (6). 747 (and note 332), 748. 
247 Câmpeanu 2002, 142; Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 748. 
248 A0avacriou µT"JTPO](OAiTOU �pim:pac;, flp6).oyor; 7rpor; rov I:ri:<pavo Bot:P6âa rov 

MirpayKopavo. in Z1yap1voii 1 7 1 0, II r-v. 
249 BR V I, 482; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I), 95. 
250 See Ephes. 6: 13 .  
2 5 1  A0avacriou µ11rp01roA.irnu �pim:pac;. flp6).oyor;„ . ,  in Z1yap1voii 1 7 1 0, li r. 
252 Eu0uµiou mii Z1ya811voii, flp6).oyor; µt:r ' t;•Kwµiwv râiv Irpor; Pacn).i:a )l).c(iov roii 

Koµv17vov dr; ri)v L1oyµanK1)v flavorr),iav, in Ztyap1voii 1 7 1 O, V v. 
m AOavacriou µ11rpo7(0A.irnu �picrrpac;. flp6),oyor;„ . ,  in Z1yap1voii 1 7 1 0, li r. 
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The printing of the Dogmatic Panoply in Târgovişte was an expression of the 
unity of faith of the Orthodox. As one could see from the title page254, the book 
was printed in the Ali Holy Metropolitanate of Târgovişte of Oungrovlachia, 
namely in Wallachia, at the expense of the Metropolitan of Dristra (Dorostolon, 
S ilistra), Athanasius, whose eparchy, situated on the right side of the Danube, in 
nowadays' Bulgaria, had close connections with the extra-Carpathian Romanian 
Countries, especially with Wallachia, where the hierarchs of the respective eparchy 
coul d  often be found, receiving many facilities and much support255• At the same 
time, the book was bearing the blessing of the Oungrovlachian Metropolitan, Saint 
Anthimus the lberian, who was also the typographer master, as well as the accord 
of Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu, the editio princeps being dedicated to his 
second son, the Holy Martyr Stephen Brâncoveanu. This edition was reviewed and 
overseen by the Greek hieromonk Mitrofan of Dodona, who expressed his joy for 
the support in printing by verses placed at the end of the Dogmatic Panopl/56 • 

It ought to be mentioned that in the specialized literature is pointed out the 
printing of a Discourse of Praise on Priesthood (Ilc:pi 1t:pcvavv17r; A6yor; 
i:yKwµiacntK6r;) by Chrysanthos Notaras, Patriarch of Jerusalem, in Greek257, 
included in the activity of the princely printing press of Bucharest258. As the title 
page declares, Patriarch Chrysanthos uttered the respective Discourse on the 
occasion of his ordination as Metropolitan of Caesarea of Palestine, in the year of 
salvation 1 702, 5 April, precisely on the day of Holy Easter, in the Resurrection 
Church of Jerusalem259. However, this Discourse was printed only after his election 
as Patriarch of Jerusalem, on February 7, 1 707, in Constantinople, an event after 
which he came to visit Wallachia and Moldavia for about two years260• 
Consequently, the date of the printing of his Discourse in the year 1 702261 is 
considered erroneous262, since the respective work was included, in Greek, in the 
last part of a volume printed in Jerusalem, in the year 1 728263, containing, in the 
first part, the work of Patriarch Chrysanthos Manual about the Superiority par 
Excellence of the Holy City of Jerusalem and of the Lord 's Holy and Life-Giving 
Sepulchre ('Eyxc1piJ10v nt:pi Tije; KO.T ' i:�ox�v vnt:poxijr; Tije; ayio.r; IJ6).Ecvr; 

254 BRV I, 482; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I), 95. 
255 Branişte 1 958, 503. 507. 
256 BRV I, 483; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I), 95-96; Croitoru 20 1 2  (6), 749-750, note 360. 
257 Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I), 1 7, 58. 
258 BRV I, 44 1 .  
259 BRV IV, 234-235. 
260 flatptvtA.11<; 1 968, 388; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( l  8th-I), 58. Patrineles affirms that Chrysanthos was 

ordained as metropolitan on April 6, 1702, see flatpivtA.11<; 1 968, 388. 
26 1 See BRV i, 44 1 ;  BRV IV, 2 1 7. 
262 Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( l 8th-1). 1 7. 58. Although this mistake is signalled even in BRV IV, 2 1 7. and 

I highlighted it myself in the year 20 1 2  [see Croitoru 20 1 2  ( 1 3). 352: Croitoru 201 2 (4). 399: Croitoru 
20 12  (6). 732]. it still continues to be repeated in the studies dedicated to the printing press of the 
epoch of the reigning Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu. see Petrescu-Agnes 20 1 4, 1 1 7. 

263 BR V IV. 234; Legrand 1 9 1 8  ( 1 8th-I). 22 1 .  
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1cpovaaJ..�µ, Ko.i wv O.yiov Ko.i (woJoxov TiJ.<pov wv Kvpiov ), followed, as a second 
part of the respective volume, by Sobornica/ Letter to Ali the Orthodox Believers, 
for the Help of the Holy Sepulchre (Carte săbornicască la toţi pravoslavnicii 
creştini, e,entru ajutoriulu sf(â)ntului Mormântu), in Greek, Romanian and 
S lavonic2 • 

5. Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu, a second Zorobabel and another 
Ptolemy of the latter times 

In the five printing centers that operated during the time of Saint Constantine 
Brâncoveanu (Bucharest, where two printing presses activated, the princely 
printing press and the metropolitan printing press, while two more were during the 
time of the Ruler's life, namely the printing press of Saint Anthimus the lberian of 
the Monastery of Ali the Saints and the printing press of Saint Sabbas Monastery; 
Buzău, where a princely printing press functioned; Snagov, where one can first find 
a princely printing press, then the private printing press of Saint Anthimus the 
lberian; Râmnic, where an episcopal printing press operated; Târgovişte, where a 
private printing press of Saint Anthimus the lberian functioned), were printed, on 
the decis ion or with the accord or on the order and at the exclusive expense of the 
reigning Prince, to be given as a gift to those thirsting for Jesus Christ's teaching, 
books with a varied content, from those destined to the worship in the Church to 
those of philosophical reflection and theological thinking. 

The respective books were part of the editorial programme assured by the 
Church, by means of its clerics, and by the Reign, by the good will of Saint 
Constantine Brâncoveanu, a special role going to the works defending, directly, the 
Orthodoxy, from the propagandas of the Reforrnation and the Counter
Reforrnation. Their number is impressive for the respective epoch: 1 5  volumes and 
23 titles265 . lt ought to be kept in mind that, aut of the 1 5  volumes, 7 were printed 

264 BRV IV, 234-235. lssued in August I 727, the Sobornica/ Lefter (Carte săbornicască) is 
signed by Paisios, Patriarch of Constantinople, together with 1 3  metropolitans, among which there 
was also the name of Metropolitan Daniil (Daniel) of Oungrovlachia (BRV IV, 234). 

265 We shall evoke only the volumes containing several titles together: Counter-Statement 
against the Calvinist Principles and the Questions of Cyril Lucaris (Kara rwv KoJ..PlVIKWv KE:!f!w.aiwv 
Kai i:pwrf/aewv Kvpillov roii AovKapt:wc; Jlvripp11a1c;) by Meletios Syrigos and Manual against the 
Calvinist Madness ( 'Eyxe1piJ1ov Kara rfic; KoJ..P1v1Kfic; !f!pE:VoPlapdac;) by Dositheos, Patriarch of 
Jerusalem, printed în a single volume în Bucharest, în 1 690; Orthodox Confession of the Faith of the 
Universal and Apostolica/ Church of the East ( OpBoJo�oc; Vµoloyia rije; n iart:wc; rije; KaBOAlKfic; Kai 
Â7W<1TOA1Kfic; 'EKK).11aiac; rfic; Jlvaro).fic;) by Saint Peter Mogila, printed in Snagov, in 1 699, along with 
two more titles: /ntroductory Presen/a/ion on the Three Cardinal Virtues, Faith, Hope and Love 
(Eiaaywy110/ 'EKBt:<11c; Trt:pi rwv Tp1wv Mcyiarwv Jlprrwv fliart:wc;, 'E),rriJoc; Kai Jlyarr11c;). attributed to 
Hieromonk Vissarion Makres ( 1 635-1699) of Ioannina, and From Saint John of Damascus ' Book on 
/cons ('EK n;c; roii ilyiov '/wcivvov roii L1aµau107voii Bip).ov flt:pi EiKovwv) : Tome of Joy (TOµoc; 
xapii.c;), printed in Râmnic. in 1 705, volume in which Patriarch Dositheos reunited the following five 
writings: The Epistles of Photios, the Ali Holy Patriarch of Constantinople (Ai 'Err1aro).ai <l>wriov roii 
ay1wrcirov flarp1apxov KwvaraVTlVOVTrOACW<;): The B'h Holy and Ecumenica/ Synod. Some Notes to 
this Holy Synod CH ilyia Kai OiKovµE:V1K1/ oyJ617 �vvoJoc;. I:11µt:1WCTE:I<; nvi:c; de; TaVTl/V n/v ilyiav 
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in Romanian, other 7 in classical and vulgar Greek, and a volume is bilingual, 
S lavonic-Romanian. The books were addressed to the Orthodox from everywhere, 
a fact reinforced as well by the printing of some of them in two editions or press 
runs266. One can specify as well another feature of the respective printings, namely 
the fact that mast of them are editiones principes, either in Romanian or in Greek, 
exceptions being, if we have in view whole works and not just parts of them267, the 
Manual against the Calvinist Madness (Erxe1piJwv Kara Tije; KoJ..fi1V1Kij<; 
<ppevopA.o.pdac;) or the Confession of Patriarch Dositheos of Jerusalem, printed 
along with Meletios Syrigos's work in a single volume (Bucharest, 1 690, and 
representing the third edition in Greek, but the first in the Orthodox world26 , and 
alsa the Orthodox Confession of the Faith of the Universal and Apostolica/ Church 
of the East ( 'Op86Jo�oc; VµoJ...oyia rije; lliawwc; rftc; KaBo21Kft<; Kai Ânouro),1Kft<; 
EKK),11aiac; rftc; Avaro),ftc;) by Saint Peter Mogila, printed along with two more titles 
(Snagov, 1 699), being al so the third edition in Greek and the first in the Orthodox 
world269• Moreover, two ofthe titles printed were edited in Romanian and in Greek270. 

IvvoJov); The Counter-Statements against the Primacy of the Pope of Rome by latrophilosopher 
Nicholas (Ta Âvrtp/x17rtKa Kara rfic; 0.pxfic; rov fl(1.1rn:a rfic; 'PciJµ11c;. N1KOAaov 'Jarpoq11).ou6rpov); 
Discourse against the Pope 's Primacy, by Meletius of Alexandria (A6yoc; MclGCiov A).e(avJpdac; Kara 
rfic; apxfic; rov flO.rrrra); Dialogue of an Ecclesiarch Monk with Another Monk against the Latins, 
namely the Roman-Catholics (L'.116.Aoyoc; 'Jepoµv1]µovoc; µovaxov µGra nvoc; i:ri:pov Movaxov Kara 
Aarivwv). We have not included The 1688 Bible (Biblia de la 1688) in this category, although it 
includes severa! titles, because they constitute a unitary corpus. 

266 Învăfătură preo/ilor pe scurt. De şapte Taine ale Besearicii, cu dreapte dovediri den 
Pravila Sfintilor Părinti (Brie/ Teaching for the Priests. On the Seven Holy Mysteries of the Church, 
with right Demonstrations taken from the Rufe of the HoZv Fathers, Buzău, 1 702) had two editions, 
one for Wallachia, and another one for Moldavia, the name of Metropolitan Theodosius being 
replaced by that of Anthony, Metropolitan of Moldavia; Sevastos Kyminitis's work, Dogmatic 
Teaching of the Ali Holy Eastern and Universal Church (Lloyµar1Kr, J1JauKaAia rfic; O.y1wrO.T11c; 
O.varoA1Kfic; Kai Ka80).11a/c; 'EKcl17uiac;, Bucharest, 1 703) was printed in two editions, one consecrated 
to Dositheos, Patriarch of Jerusalem, and another one dedicated to Peter the Great, the Tsar of Russia; 
the Tome of Joy ( T 6µoc; xo.păc;. Râmnic, 1705) was printed in two editions or, at least in two press runs. 

267 As it happens in the case of the title From Saint John of Damascus ' Book On !cons ( 'EK rfic; 
rov Ayiov 'JwO.wov rov LlaµaUKl/vov Bip).ov flepi EiK6vwv), printed in the volume of Snagov ( 1 699), 
or of the different books or parts of the Holy Scripture already printed in Romanian and never all 
together, as in The 1 688 Bible (Biblia de la 1688). 

268 The first two editions had been printed in Paris, in 1675-1676 and 1 678. 
269 The first edition had been printed in Amsterdam. in 1 666, and the second, bilingual, Greek

Latin, in Leipzig, in 1 695. 
270 The Manual of Hieromonk Maximus the Peloponnesian, against the Papists ' Schism 

( 'EYXE:lpiJwv Kara rov Ixiuµaroc; rwv flamurwv, Bucharest, 1 690) was translated from Greek into 
Romanian, being printed (Snagov, 1 699) under the title Carte sau Lumină, cu dreapte Dovediri din 
Dogmele Besearicii Răsăritului, asupra dejghinării Papistaşilor, descoperită şi aşezată de prea 
învă/atul Ieromonah Maxim Peloponiseanul (Book or Light, with right Demonstrations takenfrom the 
Dogmas of the Church of the East, on the Discord ofthe Papalists, discovered and arranged by the 
very erudite Hieromonk Maximus the Peloponnesian); the Confession of Faith by Saint Peter Mogila 
appears first in a translation into Romanian, Pravoslavnica Mărturisire ( The Orthodox Confession, 
Buzău, 1 69 1 ). then in Greek, Orthodox Confession of the Faith of the Universal and Apostolica! 
Church of the Ea st ( Vp86Jo(oc; Vµo).oyia v/c; niurewc; v/c; Ka80A1K1/c; Kai Ârrouro).1Kfic; 'EKcl17uiac; ri/c; 
Avaro).17c;, Snagov. 1 699), both editions relying on the edition ofthe Confession of Amsterdam ( 1 666). 
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They were edited with the contribution of scholars, lay men and clerics, of 
various nationalities, some of them contributing with the writing [the authors were 
either contemporary of the epoch (Saint Martyr Anthimus the l berian, John 
Caryophilles, Sevastos Kyminitis, Hieromonk Vissarion Makres of Ioannina etc.), 
either from other nearby periods (Saint Peter Mogila, Hieromonk Maximus the 
Peloponnesian)] or with the gathering of the different works in specially ordained 
volumes (Dositheos, Patriarch of Jerusalem), others with the translation (Spatharus 
Nicolae Milescu, the brothers Radu and Şerban Greceanu, Senechal Constantine 
Cantacuzino, Hieromonk Philotheos sin Agăi J ipei etc.), helped along by typographer 
masters (Saint Martyr Anthimus the l berian, H ierarch Mitrofan, George Radovici 
etc.) or text reviewers (the same H ierarch Mitrofan, Michael Makres of Ioannina, 
John of Ephesus, Hieromonk Mitrofan Grigorăs of Dodona, Panagiotis of Sin6pe 
etc.).  Their efforts and collaboration fully illustrates the unity of faith, which had, 
in that epoch, a greater value than the ethnical one, as well as the desire of 
defending a spiritual settlement, specific to the l iving of the Orthodox faith and 
without having caused crises on the levei of the psychological and spiritual being, 
as it had happened in the West. lt ought to be specified that during that time the 
Orthodox faith, identified with the ancestral law, represented the fundamental 
element of the Romanians' identity, and the printing activity of Wallachia meant a 
wonderful example, worth following, of collaboration between the Church and the 
Reign, in other words, between the Church and the State, in order to defend this 
element from the new confessional and ideologica) concepts, put into circulation 
among the Romanians not out of the need of an inner quest, but in order to 
fragment their spiritual, cultural and ethnic unity. 

This is why, in the context of the epoch, the fight for the defence of the 
Orthodox faith from the Roman-Catholic and Protestant proselytism constituted a 
priority in the vast editorial programme of the Church and of the Reign, even 
Ieading to a certain, yet not exclusive, specialization of the printing press centers of 
Wallachia. For instance, the printing press center of Buzău will get to promote the 
introduction of the books of worship in Romanian, but also of the books of 
teaching and of defence of the Orthodoxy in the same language, while the center of 
Snagov will stand out as a center specialized in books for the Orthodox of the 
Ottoman Empire. Therefore, a special place in the editorial programme patronized 
by the Church and the Reign, in the time of Saint Constantine Brâncoveanu, was 
held by the printing of books in Greek, fol lowing the call, made by Greek 
theologians and hierarchs, to support, with dogmatic works, the fight of defence of 
the Orthodoxy from the propagandas led by the Reformation and Counter
Reformation271 . Actually, the persecution of the Christians in the East was no 
longer moving the hearts of the Christian rulers of Europe, to offer them help, as 
Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu was doing, during that time. 

271 Bădără 1998, 65; Croitoru 20 1 2  ( I ). 254. 
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The whole printing activity developed in Wallachia during the reign of Saint 
Constantine Brâncoveanu was often praised by Greek and Romanian scholars, be 
they typographer masters or reviewers, lay men or members of the Church clergy 
(Sevastos Kyminitis, John Comnenus, Patriarch Dositheos of Jerusalem, 
Metropolitan Theodosius, Hieromonk Philotheos sin Agăi Jipei etc.), who called 
him a second Zorobabel and another Ptolemy of the latter times272• For instance, in 
the Prologue to the reigning Prince (Prologul către domnitor) of the Menaios of 
the Month of September (Mineiul lunii lui Septembrie, Buzău, 1 698)273, considering 
the Ruler's politica!, ecclesial and cultural achievements, Metropolitan Theodosius 
of Wallachia likened Prince Constantine Brâncoveanu to Saint Constantine the 
Great, to the King and Prophet David, but also to a second Zorobabel, since he 
edified from foundation very great monasteries and renewed many churches for 
God 's glory, while he did all these loving the good decency of the divine houses 
and the places of worship of His glory274• As a token of appreciation for the 
printing of the Menaia (Mine ie), on the order and at the exclusive expense of the 
very illuminated Prince275, even though the parts translated from Greek into 
Romanian language were only the Typikon (Tipicul), the Old Testament Readings 
(Paremiile) and the Synaxarion (Sinaxarul), as well as some prayers, the others 
being printed in Slavonic, Metropolitan Theodosius affirms, in the same Prologue, 
that the reigning Prince, like another Ptolemy, gathered together many and famous 
translators, who, by translating, understandable to al! made the Canons singing 
the things of the Saints, so that al! [the Saints] have become teachers about many 
and useful things, since he had all these, namely the 12  Minaia276, printed. One can 
notice, therefore, that Ptolemy's motive277 included, în the respective epoch, not 
just the action of the translation of the word of the Holy Scripture in the living 
language of a people, but also its separate printing, as it had happened, for instance, 
with the Bucharest Bible (Biblia de la Bucureşti, 1 688), or its interpretation in 
different books of worship and of teaching. 

Thus, by all these contributions of Saint Martyr Constantine Brâncoveanu, 
realized with the help of the people around him, Wallachia became a precinct of 
cu/ture and a strong lighthouse of Orthodox liveliness278, while the epoch of Saint 
Martyr is characterized as the reign of the book by excellence279, representing the 
fruit of the collaboration between the Church and the State. Consequently, the 

272 See, for more details, Croitoru 20 1 5, 99- 122. 
273 BRV l, 365. 
274 BRV l  366 
275 BRV I'. 365 : 
276 BRV l, 367. 
277 Whether the respective Ptolemy is Ptolemy I I  Philadelphus (289-246 B.C.), according to 

the tradition, or Ptolemy Philometor ( 1 80-145 B.C.). în conformity with the modem critics, reference 
is made to the translation ofthe Old Testament from Hebrew into Greek. see Croitoru 20 1 5, 1 1 0--1 1 1 .  

278 Şerbănescu 1 964, 895 . 
279 Bugariu 20 1 4. 827. 
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example of this collaboration between the sacerdotal power and the secular one, 
realized in the Byzantine Empire, and imitated, through the inheritance of the 
Orthodox spirituality, also in the extra-Carpathian Romanian Countries, a reality 
grasped by the historian Nicholas Iorga through the famous syntagma Byzantium 
after Byzantium280, projects, over the centuries, the rule of Saint Martyr 
Brâncoveanu as a cultural monarch/81, in which he considered himself a continuer 
of the ecumenica/ emperors and patron of the Orthodoxy, making available for the 
Christians from everywhere, and not just for the Greek, his printing press282, being 
regarded in history as a Maecenas of the cu/ture in the languages Romanian, 
Slavonic, Greek and Arabian283, as well as protector of the Orthodox East284. 
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